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“The task which a Christian education can do is not to offer the
answers now to the difficulties that you will have to be facing in 25
years time, but rather to ensure that there are good men to face these
difficulties. Our task is to show you the difference between truth and
distortion; between honesty and propaganda; between inaccuracy and
fact. And it is to confront you now with the lives and achievements of
men who have done nobly and thought greatly, so that you cannot
escape the inspiration of their ideas and their achievements. Our hope
is to produce not men who know all the answers before they begin, but
men who have the sanity and balance to discover them; men who in
dark days are yet not oppressed by darkness, but have eyes also for the
distant light; men who have the judgement to distinguish between
what is possible and what is not; and the vision and inspiration
sometimes to go for the impossible and achieve it.” These are words
from a sermon given in Winchester College chapel by Walter
Oakeshott, Headmaster from 1946 to 1954, quoted in his biography
written by John Dancy.
Nathaniel Woodard, a man whose life’s work was the provision of a
Christian education, was born 200 years ago on 21st March, 1811. His
bicentenary is being celebrated with due enthusiasm by the Woodard
Corporation, now a family of 45 schools – 22 owned, 15 affiliated and
eight associated.
Woodard’s schools sprang out of the maelstrom experienced by the
Church of England after the upheavals of the Oxford Movement.
Woodard’s vision included teacher training as well as the provision of
schools carefully designed to meet specific social and educational
needs. The sectarian orientation of his schools provoked a strong but
belated reaction in the form of the evangelical Allied Schools, founded
by Percy Warrington in the 1920s.
Both men had an imaginative approach to finance and both
understood the importance of the physical environment within which
their pupils would be educated. Lancing Chapel is, as Pevsner wrote,
‘nearer to Pugin’s vision than any of his own buildings’, whilst Stowe
is an outstanding example of a building of the very first rank of
English architecture preserved by its educational use.
These schools were founded with a clear religious intent and the
Woodard family, ten schools at his death, now, 120 years later,
numbering 45 offers striking evidence that schools built on such a
foundation need not fear for their survival in a supposedly postChristian age. Nor have Woodard’s ideas become outdated. The
philosophy behind contemporary educational initiatives has much in
common with Woodard’s thinking. Some faith schools might have
provoked his opposition, but others would gain his warm support. New
academies continue the extensive and historic involvement of both the
Church of England and the Roman Catholic Church in educational
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provision, a relationship that dates back to the foundations of the very first schools
in this country.
The challenge of governmental intervention is not new. The Reformation was
destructive of some important academic resources, but there was also a
reallocation of money and plant that saw a revolution in educational provision
both in schools and in universities. The monastic sector, as one might perhaps call
it, was strong in the first three decades of the 16th century. New recruits and new
buildings could be seen all over the country, but, far from ensuring survival, this
prosperity attracted predators. The axe fell suddenly and with astonishing
completeness – how very different from the opportunities missed immediately
after the Second World War. And now, we are told, the government wants not our
money or our plant but our DNA.
Governments ‘don’t do God’, but schools do, which is why this issue of C&CR
features several articles that reflect the continuing significance of religion in an
educational system still subject to the unrepealed requirement of a daily act of
religious observance specified in the 1944 Act.
Tellingly, the demands of more secular and mundane legislation are harder to
sidestep and impose requirements that are crucial to the survival and wellbeing of
all schools, independent or maintained. The burden of compliance is heavy and the
task of keeping up-to-date becomes more and more demanding, pretty well by the
day. The present government proclaimed their intention of reducing the regulatory
burden but, like all governments, it has failed to break the habit. It has not,
however, been short on initiatives and Headteachers are kept continually moist by
an unending shower of new ideas.
Output is crucial to schools and the question of where pupils go next is becoming
more and more complex. Quotas, fees, employment prospects and the increasingly
real possibility of studying abroad make the question ‘what next’ both more and
more stimulating and harder and harder to answer. Some experienced pathfinders
have contributed articles that will suggest new routes as well as showing the way to
familiar destinations.
There is one long-standing contributor making his last appearance in this issue.
Geoff Lucas has been Secretary of HMC since 2000. Surviving an unorthodox first
AGM, he has resisted the temptation to redefine himself as a General Secretary let
alone a Chief Executive, and has quietly and unobtrusively got on with the job of
serving HMC and its members. In this he has been outstandingly successful and
there can be no doubt of the debt he is owed.
Geoff has always written well and his articles in C&CR have been essential
reading. He has managed HMC committee with a velvet touch and every Chairman
would acknowledge their reliance on his advice, experience and wisdom. He has
steered HMC through some very challenging times and his understated style has
kept both the heterodox membership of the Conference and the crucial relationships
with other protagonists in the secondary and higher education fleet in good trim.
Coalitions, as we may see from the present occupants of Whitehall and
Westminster, do not guarantee consensus. There is, if anything, a renewal of the
confrontations of conviction politics at the present time. There is certainly a
renewal of economic and market conditions that have caused fee-paying schools
many problems in the past. Steering the ship through stormy waters requires not a
dashing captain but a calm and skilled quartermaster at the wheel. As we drop this
pilot, we have every reason to be very grateful for his spell at the helm.
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Under the Zimbabwean sun
Anthony Stidolph adds a postscript to Out of Africa
Peterhouse School.

Peterhouse Chapel.
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After 18 years as chaplain to three of the most prestigious of
English independent schools – Cheltenham, Wellington and
Radley – it was time, I thought, to take a leisurely break from
timetables, sports fixtures, ‘div’ lessons and such like, and
become a gentrified country rector. The ancient parish of Worth
in Sussex beckoned, and so I packed the dog and the grand piano
and we moved into parochial ministry once again.
Just less than six years later, however, Morley the black
Labrador and I were ensconced in ‘Hags’ Hall’ (originally the
domestic quarters of some particularly sour matrons) in the lush
and verdant campus of Peterhouse School, Marondera, in
Zimbabwe, and once again in the heady, humid hothouse of
boarding school life. The announcement of my appointment as
Chaplain to the Peterhouse Group of Schools (boys, girls and
prep) was pretty shocking to most of my friends: “suicidal” one
described it; “utter madness” said another; “desperate” and so on.
There were some who were supportive, although I think
secretly they were in the ‘utter madness’ camp. At one level, of
course, the ‘utter madness’ brigade were quite right – what was
I doing? Aged 56, having never lived abroad, all that sorting of
the house and belongings accrued over the years, moving
thousands of miles away, (what? Zimbabwe??!!) and starting all
over again on the chaplaincy stuff – it did seem a somewhat
bizarre thing to do.

Fundamentals
Yet over the years one has often found oneself preaching about
‘risk’, because taking risks and accepting and confronting
tension are at the heart of Christian discipleship and faith,
particularly so perhaps in the context of school chaplaincy. And
if I preach to my congregation about taking risks, then why
should I not practice what I preach? So, here we are.
Closely aligned to risk taking, of course, is the whole area of
vulnerability: not the kind of vulnerability that is a pathetic
weakness, but a vulnerability that recognises and accepts the fact
that we can and do get things wrong from time to time, much
like our pupils. If our girls and boys can recognise that kind of
vulnerability in us, it shouldn’t in any way weaken our
effectiveness as chaplains or teachers, but rather enhance our
position as enablers who know and acknowledge human
limitations. There is no need to publicise our vulnerabilities for
our teenage charges are able to pick those up for themselves very
easily!
One of my colleagues from Cheltenham once said (I was a
young chaplain then) “Father, if you get it right outside chapel
and the classroom, it will be alright inside chapel and the
classroom.” Absolutely right: and if you get it wrong, then
you’re in trouble! Professionalism is important, but not the one
and only way for a profitable and dynamic teaching relationship
to prosper. Above all, in the key area of pupil/teacher
relationships, a genuine honesty has to be established and
maintained. In other words, try to pull the wool over their eyes,
and they will see through it – and you!
Everyone is their own person – teacher, chaplain, Head, in
whatever position they happen to find themselves. That person
needs to recognise fully their gifts and abilities and talents but
also their failings and vulnerabilities, before any real effective
interaction can work. And that isn’t just in the classroom – it
applies to our dealings and relationships with our colleagues in
common room as well, where it’s sometimes a lot more difficult.
“When I am weak, then I am strong” it says somewhere in the
Bible. It’s a good quotation to keep at the back of our minds, for

Canon Anthony Stidolph: ‘High risk – high reward.’
it does remind us of that essential human trait, vulnerability,
which, when rightly acknowledged, enables us to work more
effectively and more responsibly, and which probably moulds us
into more rounded and better people.
‘Under the Zimbabwean Sun’ is the title of this article, but
remember that it is the same sun that shines on all of us wherever
we happen to be in the world, and we are the same people
wherever we might find ourselves, sometimes in the most
unlikely of places.
As for the piano, it needs tuning. As for the dog, he’s discovered
snakes are not his thing. As for me? High risk – high reward!
Canon Anthony Stidolph has been chaplain to the Peterhouse
Group of Schools in Zimbabwe since September 2010.

Send not to know for whom
the bell tolls
Many independent schools are Christian foundations. Some,
such as Eton and Winchester, were founded with a view to
providing candidates for ordination. More recently, others, such
as the schools of the Woodard Corporation or the Allied
Schools, were founded to represent a particular branch of
Anglicanism. Roman Catholic schools may owe their existence
to the Benedictines, the Jesuits or the Christian Brothers.
Amongst the alumni of independent schools are leading
Christian figures ranging from William Tyndale to Cardinal
Hume, from John Wesley to Archbishop William Temple. The
public school educated parish priest was once no rarity and the
public school mission once provided significant public benefit.
That tide has changed, but Laura Sykes argues that independent
schools should show that far from being islands they are, in
John Donne’s phrase, ‘involved in mankind’.

This bell is ringing a clarion call to all those responsible for the
upbringing and education of the next and succeeding
generations: to paraphrase Lord Kitchener, Your Church Needs
You (and Your Pupils Need the Church).
Why does the church need you? Well, the statistics speak for
themselves. The number of full-time stipendiary priests in the
Church of England has declined from over 14,000 in 1959 to
11,076 in 1990, 9412 in 2000 and 8346 in 2008. The addition of
part-time, non-stipendiary and ordained local ministers brings
the 2009 figure to 11,658, but the age of ordinands is steadily
rising and now the bishops who have crossed the Tiber are
thought likely to take about 50 priests with them.
Even were the numbers of applicants to increase in the future,
the financial situation means that this steady decline is unlikely
to be reversed. These figures are replicated around the world and
in most Christian denominations.
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St Barnabas, Faccombe.

The consequences are readily foreseeable, relentless and
reminiscent of a classical tragedy – or pantomime, depending on
your viewpoint. The onlooker longs to shout out: “look behind
you!” In rural areas, no longer can each church boast its own
‘Vicar of this Parish’: with every change of incumbent, parishes
become benefices; full-time posts become part-time, or held by
‘house-for-duty’ priests; and benefices are remorselessly
combined and re-combined to unite up to ten or even 12 former
parishes.

If there are not enough priests to take weekly services in each
parish church, churches will remain empty in the intervening
weeks. If there are only monthly services, congregations will
reduce. If there are only small congregations once a month,
income will fall and there will be pressure to close the churches.
If the churches close, people will have to travel miles to go to
services and will not be able to be baptised, married or buried in
their local churches, which may have been turned into tea-rooms
or left to become ivy-covered ruins. A central part of the fabric
of our national life could simply wither away.
The good news
However, as many dioceses have seen, the answer lies readily at
hand. Taking inspiration from the early church, the Church of
England is making efforts to train a new tier of lay people to a
level at which they can be asked to lead some services of the
word, without the full three-year training required to become a
licensed lay minister (formerly called ‘lay reader’).
Making a virtue of necessity, the Diocese of Exeter proclaims
on its website:
Lay people are the body of Christ on Earth, and what they
do is Christ’s ministry to the world. The role of professional
clergy now is to support and enable lay people to be the
church more deeply, more fully.
If churchgoers are encouraged to see a role for themselves as
leaders of worship, the downward spiral can be re-written as a
virtuous circle.
St Peter’s, in the snow.
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If there are not enough priests to take weekly communion
services in each parish church, lay worship leaders can take
services of the word in the intervening weeks.
These may include Matins and Evensong, but also modern
versions of these as priests and laity offer differing but
complementary services. Congregations, and hence church
income, will be maintained and should be re-vitalised by the
variety of worship on offer. Churches will consolidate their
historic role at the centre of each community as
congregations play a greater part in services and a central
part of the fabric of our national life will be strengthened to
continue.

The cost of doing nothing
C S Lewis expressed it well in That Hideous Strength:
If you dip into any college or school, or parish –
anything you like – at a given point in history, you
always find that there was a time before that point when
there was more elbow-room and contrasts weren’t so
sharp; and that there’s going to be a time after that point
when there’s even less room for indecision, and choices
are more momentous. Good is always getting better and
bad getting worse: the possibilities of neutrality are
always diminishing. The whole thing is sorting itself out
all the time, coming to a point, getting sharper and
harder.

Is it a case of the herd instinct? If people accept that it is a
case of ‘all hands to the pump’ and regard it as a matter of
course that they may be called upon to take their turn, they
will not stand out by doing so. But if it is seen as an esoteric
calling, as it largely is at present, people are perhaps
unwilling to look too ‘holy’ by joining this group.
Schools have a vital part to play in changing expectations. If
pupils are encouraged to take part in leading worship at school,
they are more likely to take it in their stride later in life.

The benefits for pupils
So far we have looked at the benefits for the church and the
community. But learning to lead worship is also of great
potential benefit to the pupils. First and foremost, it promotes
their spiritual development. Having to choose prayers around
the readings for the day and even, with help and perhaps in
groups, filling the ‘sermon slot’, makes the worship leader an
active participant rather than allowing passive observance.
But leading worship is also a great privilege and a great
responsibility: fostering the personal growth needed to fill
such positions of responsibility, whether in an ecclesiastical
or secular context, is one of the hallmarks of independent
schools worldwide.
Laura Sykes was appointed a ‘lay worship leader’ in
Winchester Diocese in 2005 and is the founder of the
www.layanglicana.org website, which aims to foster
discussion about the church amongst the laity.

The role of independent schools
Experience shows that, in many cases, it is too late to train
adults to be Marys, although it is much easier to find
Marthas, serried ranks of whom down the centuries have
polished the brass, laundered the linen and dusted the pews.
Others have read the lesson or served as churchwardens. But
finding potential worship leaders among the congregation is
an uphill task.
Why is this? Well, partly perhaps because churches have
always had steps dividing the chancel from the nave and
those in clerical garb from those in ordinary dress: roles have
been clearly defined. People have not been brought up with
the expectation that they may have to take on liturgical roles
as part of their lives as Christians.

Look behind you.
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Sophos or sophistry?
Peter Green argues that divinity deserves its place at the top
Alastair Campbell’s now infamous declaration, “We don’t do
God”, summarised the reluctance of politicians in the Blair years
to enter the religious arena. The exclusion of religious education
from the humanities list in the EBacc suggests that the coalition
government doesn’t ‘do God’ either.
Religion and politics may be a no-go zone – but religion and
education should not be. I am arguing for the continuing relevance
of religious studies and philosophy in our schools and, crucially,
how best to communicate that relevance to our students, our
colleagues, and also to parents and governors.
We want our boys and girls to be able to reflect on – not
necessarily give answers to – questions such as:
Why is there something instead of nothing?
What do I want and why do I want it?
How do I make sense of my life?
The evidence is there that young people are looking to engage in
this type of debate. The number of students taking GCSE RS
over the last 15 years has increased from 113,000 to just under
half a million. At Ardingly we call the study of religious
education ‘divinity’ and through divinity we believe
that our pupils learn to respect themselves and
understand their own identity. More
importantly, they develop a respect and
tolerance of others.
The study of divinity is not just through
the curriculum but it is also through coPeter
curricular
provision:
Headmaster’s
assemblies, reading groups, Sophos, our Green
junior discussion group, and even our theory
of knowledge lessons and extended projects.
Divinity is the original critical thinking course,
which involves textual study, philosophy,
philosophical
thinking,
ethics,
social
understanding. And the skills of analysis and reasoning
it demands make it one of the most valuable subjects in the
school curriculum.
Let me recount the experience of my head of divinity and
philosophy, Adam Kendry, during a recent school open morning.
Prospective parents’ interest in his subjects ranged from the very
keen to those merely window-shopping. Mr Kendry also said
that he had the “good fortune” to meet a couple of sets of parents
who exhibited nothing less than hostility.
He particularly relished an encounter with one father who
asked him what was the point of studying RS (divinity) and
made it clear that his son would not be doing so. Mr Kendry
tactfully pointed out that it was actually a compulsory subject in
the Shell (Y9) year at Ardingly. The parent indicated that he had
the right to withdraw his child. Again, I hope with great tact, Mr
Kendry pointed out that this ‘right’ only held true in maintained
schools, that his son would attend our weekly Eucharist and that
Ardingly was an explicitly Christian foundation.
Attempting a dialogue, Mr Kendry asked the parent why he
felt divinity was an irrelevance. “Because it’s not true,” came the
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response. Oh dear! Never pick an argument with a philosopher!
Mr Kendry replied that nor was Newtonian physics ‘true’, and
yet the father presumably wanted his son to learn about the laws
of motion.
Physics, as we know, has been humbled by the oddities of the
quantum state, whereas biology still operates in a Newtonian
universe. Perhaps this is why the likes of Richard Dawkins are
so strident in their secular and atheist views. The fact that
scientists can map the genome, or invent pills that cure baldness,
does not necessarily mean that their mechanical viewpoint is
correct. Nor is belief in the ‘truth’ of an academic subject a
prerequisite for studying it.
Without the study of divinity, we cannot understand the
intellectual world we live in; the study of the west is, in the main,
the study of Christendom and the common heritage of Abraham
found within the three major world religions – Judaism,
Christianity and Islam. Europe has been shaped and re-shaped
by the rises and falls of Christianity and other faiths, the
fracturing of her traditions and the great debates over her
doctrines.
Wars were fought, yes, but great cathedrals were
built, sublime art created, inspirational music
written and performed; lives were, and
continue to be, transformed. The
overwhelming majority of people who have
ever lived have believed in a transcendent
reality, and this belief guided their lives, as
it still does for a vast and increasing
number of people today. Even the term
‘post Christian’, often used in connection
with our society, defines itself over and
against the epoch of Christianity and other
faiths.
If Britain is no longer a Christian society – and
this may be true, for better or for worse – it is a child of
Christianity. To be ignorant of the western, Christian tradition is
to be ignorant of where we have come from and, therefore, who
we are. If we fail to educate a child in this tradition – and, make
no mistake, our society is failing – we are saying that we do not
want our children to know St Augustine of Hippo, Augustine of
Canterbury, Boetius, Abelard, Aquinas, Luther, to name a few.
We are saying that Aristotelianism in the Middle Ages and the
ascent of Neo-Platonism in the Patristic period, have nothing of
interest or importance to offer our boys and girls.
We are cutting away the first 20 centuries of our era,
proclaiming “nothing to see here”. Without the study of divinity,
we are saying that we want our children to go to the National
Gallery, but not to understand what they see; to listen to Mozart,
but not to understand what they hear; to read Milton and
Shakespeare and Golding, but not to grasp the full meaning of
what they are reading.
Far from liberating them from the evils of indoctrination, we
will condemn them to a world that is not joined up and does not
make sense. Ultimately, divinity is about God as a concept, and

Ardingly College from the air.
in the common heritage of Abraham, religions are a reality. It is
an oft-quoted remark these days, when someone says they do not
believe in God, that a Christian or another believer will reply:
“Tell me about this god you do not believe in because I probably
don’t believe in him either.”
We make a conscious statement that it is God, and not religion,
that is the object of our study because if we just study the rituals
of most of the world’s faiths, then we are only engaging in the
anthropological study of each of the faiths. Of course, a number
of our students do not believe in God, or at least they are
searching for the transcendent; but Augustine, Aquinas, Bach,
Newton, Milton and Einstein did believe in God.
Divinity and philosophy are at the heart of the Woodard
tradition. At Ardingly we are called to be a theological
community; in other words, we speak about God. We may not all
believe; we do not all agree, but we talk and we listen because
that is the beginning of wisdom. Surely wisdom, and the search
for wisdom, is what education is all about?
It is odd that, until Christianity came along, atheism was never
considered a reasonable option. The ancient Hebrews worried
about leaving Yahweh for other gods, not about abandoning
belief in God altogether. According to the Psalms, ‘the fool says
there is no God’: atheists in that time were madmen. Of course,
pure atheism in itself does not make much sense today either.
While there is no intellectual contradiction in recognising the
possible existence of an otherwise unknown, or uneven
unknowable, God, if you are certain that there is no God you
must have a pretty good and clear picture of the God you don’t
believe in: you can never rule out the possible existence of the
unimagined God. Herbert McCabe wrote something similar in
his book God Matters and his point for our young boys and girls
is that it is not God and religion that our students are apathetic

to, but what they think God and religion are: that is a challenge
in this secular age.
That is the vision for our schools and for the government: to
take the country, and the next generation, to give them a vision
of a truly human education that does not merely look at what
humans do, but why they do it. To quote Adam Kendry again,
‘Chartres Cathedral was not erected by accident, nor was the
ceiling of the Sistine Chapel a substitute for Artex.’
The key in all of this is to ensure that what passes for religious
studies must attempt to address the issue of religion and
theology, not just to see everything in an anthropological or
sociological way. It is partly because all students are theologians
in their own way: all of them are asking or will, at some stage in
their lives, ask those three questions: why is there something
rather than nothing? What do I want and why do I want it? How
do I make sense of my life?
Although politicians may not ‘do God’, pragmatists like Adam
Kendry do. “Whenever I am asked why divinity and not theology,
I explain grandly that it’s all to do with choosing something exotic
and unfamiliar, or because it’s a radical break with Common
Entrance, or I talk up the deeply Anglican roots of the word
‘divinity’ and its openness to embrace multiple conceptions of the
divine. None of this explains the real reason, of course. The plain
truth is D comes before both T and R, so in one stroke we moved
our subject heading from the bottom to near the top of the list of
our school options booklets and reports!”
Strange that something so small should make such a big
difference, but then we live in strange times. Come on, ‘the powers
that be’. It is time to ‘do God’ and to provide a full education. At
the very least, RS should be added to the EBacc tables.
Peter Green has been Headmaster of Ardingly since 2007.
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HERE&THERE

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.

The Edinburgh Academy is the first Scottish school to win the
BBC Songs of Praise School Choir of the Year competition
The Edinburgh Academy senior school chamber choir has won the prestigious BBC Songs of Praise School Choir of the
Year competition 2011. It is the first Scottish school to win the UK-wide competition.
After competing against five of the UK’s best school choirs in the semi-final, broadcast on 3rd April, Edinburgh Academy
was one of three schools to progress to the final at Sheffield City Hall’s Irwin Mitchell Oval, broadcast on 10th April.
Both programmes were presented by classical singer and television personality Aled Jones. Judges included vocal coach
to the stars David Grant, Russell Watson, and musician, choir master, teacher and performer Suzi Digby.
The choir performed I Want Jesus to Walk With Me, bringing home a trophy as well as the title School Choir of the Year
for 2011. They will also receive a voucher for choir equipment of their choice to the value of £1000.
Requests have been pouring in for the choir to perform at a variety of upcoming events and venues, and a tour schedule is
soon to be announced. A recording will also be made for a special album, produced by BBC Worldwide and EMI, to
include all winning choirs since the competition began.
Angus Tully, Edinburgh Academy’s choir master, said of the school’s success: “We are over the moon to have won this
coveted title. The result of this competition is a credit to the choir members’ consistent hard work and the commitment of
the Academy to its music programme, which affords our pupils some fantastic opportunities.”
The news of the senior school choir’s success comes as The Edinburgh Academy junior school choir is celebrating its win
at the Edinburgh Festival school choir competition at St Cuthbert’s Church.
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The Seven
Deadly
Sins
7: Lust
Alistair Macnaughton
If you’ve been reading this series of articles on the Seven
Deadlies, you’ll know that this is the last.
I would like to pretend that placing Lust at the end of the
sequence is arbitrary or that I’ve cunningly done it to build up
some much-needed suspense. The truth is, however, that I’ve
been putting Lust off, with no clear idea of what one might say
– or how one might say it – and with a sweaty sense of just what
might be at stake if I say the wrong thing, especially as saying
the wrong thing is definitely one of my things.
In Dante’s Inferno, which I like to claim I have read, the
lustful are continuously swept around in a whirlwind, which
symbolises their passion, and then have to cleanse themselves in
Purgatory by walking through scorching flames – which all goes
to show that whilst Il Sommo Poeta was a Catholic, he also knew
a thing or two about the staunch Presbyterian church in which I
was weaned.
Will I ever forget the mad frenzy in the Reverend
Farquharson’s eye whenever he encountered Lust in his King
James? Or my father’s growling rebuke when he heard I might
just be ‘seeing’ (and it really was only seeing) a lassie at school
– and unmarried too?

In the settled world of schools like my own, with its daily
rhythm of Chapel and lessons and games, you might think that
nothing as raw and elemental as Lust could ever intrude. After
all, isn’t Lust – or at least something like it – part of our PSHE
programme – and if we do hear the distant whisper of whirlwind
and crackle of flames, can’t we just turn up the volume of
sermon and platitude?
Throughout my career I think I’ve heard most of the stories: the
one about the young geography teacher and the fifth form girl, the
one about the Headmaster and the matron, the one about the
‘wrong’ video given to a posse of prep school prefects, the story
of what happened in the hotel room on that trip… Cackling over
such hot topics at a weekly ‘Beaks’ Supper’ during my time at
Charterhouse, I remember, above all, our irrepressible glee, as if
none of us would ever or could ever be so utterly stupid as to even
contemplate such appalling vulgarity. Just in case you’re
wondering, I think I’ve led a pretty blameless professional life, but
as I get older the schadenfreude has definitely dwindled away.
Thinking of one former colleague, eviscerated by the redtops
and obliged to seek ‘early retirement’ in a Cornish village, I
wonder more and more about the feelings he must surely have
harboured, at the end, for the rest of us. As he took the dog for a
walk along the clifftops on a windy day, leaving the village
gossips behind, did he reflect on how precarious a career in
teaching can turn out to be, when a whisper of scandal can hurl
you onto the rocks below?
As the seven deadly sins – Pride, Avarice, Gluttony, Sloth,
Anger, Envy and Lust – pass in procession like painted images
in a medieval carnival, we cannot pretend to be disengaged or
indifferent spectators. Cling as we may to our enclaves and ivory
towers, we are as much part of the show as the rest of mankind,
which is where, dear reader, I leave you at last.
As one Sinner to another, Farewell!
Alastair Macnaughton is now going to think about
things for a bit before, perhaps, tackling The Virtues.

Religious studies at Cheltenham
Students report from the annual conference

Speakers and hosts at Cheltenham.

On the 9th February the Cheltenham Ladies’ College, along with
Chosen Hill School, held the annual religious studies conference
in the Princess Hall with nine other schools, including
Headington and King’s School, Gloucester, attending this day of
lectures and debate. Stephen Law, a certain atheist and author of
The Philosophy Gym, alongside Keith Ward, a devout theist and
author of God, Chance and Necessity, both gave individual
lectures and ended with an entertaining debate.
Keith Ward talked about the attributes of the God of classical
theism, giving a whistlestop tour of philosophy from Aristotle to
Hegel; his immense intellect made this a rigorous and very
informative speech, which stretched many of our minds. Stephen
Law compared the irrationality of a belief in an ‘all good God’
to a belief in an ‘all evil God’. This provided an interesting
perspective on the ‘reasonableness’ of believing in religion with
the problem of evil so prominent in our society.
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A few selected students were invited to participate in a
masterclass with either of the renowned philosophers. The
masterclass with Keith Ward gave us the opportunity to ask any

questions and discuss our own philosophical problems. Keith
also developed in depth his personal belief in God from the
perspective of a Hegelian and explored the various
interpretations of God from the Bible.
The masterclass was followed by a vivid debate between the
two scholars where issues such as the existence of evil in a world
created by an omnibenevolent God, the conflicts of science and
religion, and the existence of God were all considered. Although
the debate only lasted for an hour these topics were discussed in
enough detail to prompt probing questions from the floor, which
stirred many interesting ideas and raised provoking questions.
The conference gave an opportunity to delve more deeply into
the A2 and AS syllabus with special examiner sessions and find
out what the examiners are looking for when they mark our
papers. As always, this day proved to be very successful and
enjoyable. We all left asking each other philosophical questions
and reflecting on the ideas that we had heard, which certainly
broadened our own knowledge and which will help us in our
studies in the rest of the academic year.
Imogen Naylor-Higgs and Kat Baxter.

Bedford Modern hosts
Bedford Council of Faiths’ Faith Festival 2011

Bedford Modern School hosted the Bedford Council of Faiths’ Faith Festival 2011, which was officially opened on Monday,
7th March, by the Mayor of Bedford and Revd Dr Andrew Rowley, chaplain of Bedford Modern School.
Over 600 children from Bedford borough experienced an interactive exhibition of the beliefs and practices of Bedford’s
major religions, thanks to the efforts of Bedford Council of Faiths in collaboration with SACRE. Pupils learned about the
history, beliefs, sacred texts and festivals of Buddhism, Christianity, Islam, Judaism, as well as about Quakers, Jains, Sikhs,
Hindus and Bahá’ís.
“We were delighted to host this event celebrating religious education and the part it plays in bringing greater awareness
and understanding of the rich breadth of beliefs and traditions in our community,” Dr Rowley commented.
“Bedford Council of Faiths believes that Faith Fest is a unique opportunity for the school children of Bedford borough
to meet and speak with our members. Using imaginative and interactive displays, our representatives can share accurate
information about their religion, its beliefs and practices with others from differing faith traditions,” said Mrs Neslyn
Pearson, Director of Faith Fest 2011.
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Eltham College Trebles
in high demand
Eltham Trebles at Metropolis Studios.

The Eltham College Trebles joined the orchestra of the
Mariinsky Theatre from St Petersburg in two professional
concerts in Europe. The boys had been invited by the orchestra’s
chief conductor and artistic director, Valery Gergiev, to take the
boys choir part in two performances of Gustav Mahler’s Eighth
Symphony in Basel and Paris.
Commonly known as The Symphony of a Thousand on
account of the scale of the composition and the orchestral and
choral forces required to perform it, Mahler’s monumental work
is structured in two parts rather than the normal three or four
movements.
Part One sets the words of the ancient Pentecost hymn Veni
Creator Spiritus and the words of the second part are taken from
the closing scene of Goethe’s Faust. The Eltham College Trebles
joined the 100-strong chorus of the Mariinsky Theatre to
perform to packed houses in two of Europe’s leading concert
venues, Basel’s Musiksaal and the Salle Pleyel in Paris. Their
performances received a standing ovation and four curtain calls.
Valery Gergiev, who had specifically requested that the
Eltham College Trebles take part in these performances,
commented on the “wonderful” singing of the boys, who had
learnt their part off by heart.
The Trebles returned to Paris in March 2011 to perform
Mahler’s Third Symphony with the London Symphony
Orchestra, again under the direction of Gergiev. In addition to
this they performed the Third Symphony in February at London’s

Royal Festival Hall with the world renowned Berlin
Philharmonic, conducted by Sir Simon Rattle.
After their European tour, some of the Trebles, together with
some sopranos, had a taste of the life of a professional recording
musician when they travelled to Metropolis Studios in West
London to record some recently composed Christmas songs.
Fourteen pupils were selected to record the music in one of
Europe’s leading music studios where a host of internationally
recognised artists have recorded albums, including Queen, Kylie
Minogue, Robbie Williams and James Blunt.
The pupils recorded four original Christmas songs written for
children’s voices and a backing track. One of the school’s senior
trebles, Jaivin Raj (Year 10) recorded some solos for use in the
carols. The recordings were made for library disc LPs and were
produced by the composers themselves, including Malcolm
Brown and Paul Williams, former Radio 1 producers.
Finally, three of the Eltham College Trebles have recently
been appearing in the children’s chorus of ENO’s production of
La Bohème, whilst others have been in the West End productions
of Oliver and Love Never Dies.
As Headmaster Paul Henderson said: “These amazing
experiences for our pupils are tremendously enriching and we at
Eltham College are delighted that their hard work and dedication
can be appreciated by a wider audience.”
Alastair Tighe is director of music at Eltham College.
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Crouch, touch, pause, disengage?
Ian Power argues that an all-round education is the best preparation for elite sport
What do Andrew Strauss and Jonny Wilkinson have in common?
The easy answer might be that they both attended HMC schools,
Radley College in the case of Andrew Strauss, and Lord
Wandsworth College in the case of Jonny Wilkinson. Sports
aficionados might point to the fact that both players have
captained their country and both have been world champions.
However, what might surprise some is that both players were
respective captains of their school first XI cricket teams. What is
more, to keep a sense of proportion, just as Jonny Wilkinson
captained a very successful Lord Wandsworth first XV, Andrew
Strauss was a regular for the Radley rugby team as well.
Here we have two professional sportsmen who have reached
the pinnacle of their respective disciplines somehow managing
to represent their schools at the highest level in more than one
sport. No doubt every one of our schools could point to boys and
girls who have maintained an interest in and commitment to a
wide range of sports throughout their school careers, some of
whom have reached an elite level, whereas others have simply
been excellent team players. In fact, the whole structure of sport
at our schools supports this ideal, the ideal of the all-round
athlete and team contributor.
A recent Oxford University study revealed that between 1985
and 2000 the average weight of men in the UK increased by
nearly 8kg, and for women, by more than 5kg. What is most
striking about this research is that half of this increase is

HERE&THERE

attributed to reduced physical activity, whether through more
sedentary working lives or a lack of regular exercise.
Needless to say, with ‘generation Xbox’ in full swing in the
‘noughties’, the physical health of the nation is likely to be even
worse in 2011. The place of HMC schools in trying to reverse
this trend should not be underestimated: encouraging the many
to take part in regular sport and physical exercise has never been
more important.
There are, of course, sports in our schools where specialisation
starts at an early age: gymnastics, tennis and swimming to name
but three. I can remember as a houseparent at Millfield, two boys
on the swim team who trained three times a day, every day of the
week, getting up at 6am and not getting back to the house until
7pm just in time for prep to start! Theirs was commitment
without equal, although commitment not necessarily guaranteed
to bring international success. One boy did indeed go on to win
a Commonwealth Games medal, but the other gave it all up at
18, perhaps fed up with the smell of chlorine and the need to
shave his legs on a regular basis!
What is striking about these examples is the ability of HMC
schools to produce elite sportsmen and women in a wide variety
of disciplines, whilst at the same time keeping as many options
open as possible. Andrew Strauss and Jonny Wilkinson both
completed their A level programmes and passed with flying
colours, managing to combine a love for at least two sports with
a full academic programme.

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.

Boat built by boys to circumnavigate
the British Isles
Tenacity of Bolton, the 60-foot yacht built by the boys of Bolton School,
is to circumnavigate the British Isles in the summer in a series of legs
with crews from different schools. It is the latest chapter in the amazing
story of what started off as a school technology project for the new
millennium.
Upon completion in 2007, Tenacity was moved from Bolton School to
Glasson Dock near Lancaster where it was officially launched by the Rt
Hon Richard Caborn MP. The boat then underwent rigorous sea trials
before being utilised by Bolton School pupils for sailing training
voyages and by sixth form students for their Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
training.
Whilst on the boat, sailors have chances to stretch themselves and
develop team-working skills as they learn all about sailing – hands-ondeck work; trimming the sails; navigating the boat; handling the mooring
wraps; keeping things shipshape below; operating a dinghy and on-board
catering.
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Being anecdotal again, I can remember a certain Ugo Monye,
future British Lion, taking a minor part in a school play at Lord
Wandsworth, ostensibly to try out acting. His presence in the
cast certainly pleased the make-up team, who had to adorn his
body with gold paint every night, a task they undertook with
genuine enthusiasm! The same would be true of many former
pupils of HMC schools who went on to achieve the highest
honours in their respective sporting disciplines but who were
able to take a full and varied part in the lives of their schools.
On the face of it, whether for the generation of future
Olympians or simply the regular participant and team player,
sporting development would appear to be in good hands. Or is
it? Enter the spectre of the elite sporting academies. Whether in
rugby, football or cricket, a new path to fame and fortune is
being laid out for young people in our schools.
From an increasingly early age young sportsmen and women
are being wooed by the prospect of elite player development, top
national coaches and contracts with premier clubs. How many of
our schools have already seen talented cricketers, football players
or rugby players enticed into joining academies or signed up to
contracts that guarantee so much time spent on sport that
everything else goes out the window?
The England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) now
recommends 20 hours of coaching per week, all year round, for
their academy players. Surely there are only so many balls you
can bowl in a net or hours spent in front of a bowling machine
before the value of doing any more becomes meaningless? And
what are these young players sacrificing? Will the future Andrew
Strauss or Ugo Monye have to miss out on the opportunity to
play more than one sport or take part in a play, let alone the
chance to complete an academic programme that will set them
up for a life beyond sport?
Regrettably too many of the young people in our schools, and
their parents, are being faced with an impossible choice: sign up
for the academy and the chance of top level success or stay at
school and potentially miss out. You cannot blame them for
succumbing to the inevitable pressure, but at what price? When
we hear of 16 year-old boys offered thousands of pounds to join
a rugby academy school where there are few A level candidates
and little pastoral support, we have good cause to worry. No
doubt rugby training and playing 24/7 with some of the best in
the game is attractive, but there is no real promise of gold at the
end of the rainbow.
A quick analysis of the UK-educated players in the current
Aviva Premiership shows that a significant number came
through our schools. An even greater proportion of county and
international cricketers trod the same path to the elite levels of
the game. Some would even argue that the opportunity to
develop wider sporting ability and the nurturing of intellect
make a significant difference when it comes to success at the
very top of the sport. Even so, the allure of the pot of gold
lurking somewhere over the horizon might just be too much. So,
is the game up? Or is there a chance for HMC schools to
continue to influence the development of elite sport?
The good news is that there are signs that the importance of
HMC sport is being recognised. In May last year, a conference
for HMC directors of sport and Heads, organised by the RFU
and the HMC sports sub-committee, revealed a willingness to
engage in a meaningful debate, and a debate that placed the
player at the centre of discussion. At the same time, discussions
with the ECB resulted in similar arrangements for the

Jonny Wilkinson, Ian Power. Below, Alan Dyson, Ugo Monye.

development of young county cricketers in our schools.
Perhaps there is indeed light at the end of the tunnel, at least for
rugby and cricket.
For football and hockey the battle rages on, with the former
awash with money and the power to dictate terms, and the latter
lacking the same financial resources but with a one-eyed view of
the importance of two-term club hockey. In short, it means that
there is still much for the sports sub-committee to do.
However, the next generation of Wilkinsons and Strausses is
already in our schools and with a little help from the RFU and
the ECB they might just keep a healthy balance in their lives: a
full and satisfyingly broad sporting and creative education
coupled with the opportunity to win the Ashes or the World Cup.
Let’s hope that the combined efforts of school, club and country
will indeed create young people of character, intellect and
sporting excellence.
Ian Power, the Membership Secretary of HMC, was a
Housemaster at Millfield and Headmaster of
Lord Wandsworth College.
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Malvern’s
rackets courts
welcome new
players
Vicki Gooch and Sally Jones on
opportunities for sportswomen
Last autumn, Malvern College welcomed some of the world’s
top rackets players to the reopening of its historic courts
following a major refit. The school, which is now one of the few
facilities in the country to offer two equally first-class courts,
held the first ever British Women’s Rackets Challenge Match as
part of a star-studded string of challenge matches in which the
world’s finest players took part in one of the world’s fastest ball
games on the revamped Victorian courts.
In January 2011, the College hosted the British Professional
Rackets Championships for the first time, recognition that
following the refit, their courts are now among the best in the
world. The courts were dedicated to the College’s much-loved
professional, Ron Hughes, who died in 2008, and the funds
required to undertake the project were donated by Old
Malvernians and friends of Malvern College.
Rackets, which began in the 18th century debtors’ prisons, is
the ancient forerunner of squash. Today it has around 3000
players and is played at clubs in Britain and North America and
in 14 schools, including Malvern College, Winchester and Eton,
on high, black-walled courts with a scoring system similar to
squash. The players use long, round-headed wooden rackets and
crack a small white ball round the high black-walled courts at
speeds of up to 160 mph, so protective goggles are often worn.
Until this season, few women had ever played the traditionally
all-male sport, so it was therefore a first when the world’s top
Real Tennis player, Claire Vigrass, took to the newly-restored
Re-opening Malvern’s historic rackets courts.
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Malvern College.
floor to partner former world champion Sally Jones from near
Warwick against the former British Open Real Tennis champion
Alex Garside and lawn tennis star Alex Kurkjian, a passionate
convert to the sport and founder of the first women’s rackets
training group at Queen’s Club.
The Headmaster of Malvern, Antony Clark, said of the day:
“We’re proud to have been able to stage this historic series of
exhibition matches at our new courts and feel privileged to have
seen some of the world’s finest players display their immense
talents in this fast and explosive game.
“At Malvern, we have a history of success and enthusiasm for
the sport and now have a significant number of talented young
players coming through to ensure that the game will be just as
popular in the future. This is an exciting sport, which encourages
a high degree of hand-eye coordination, concentration and fast
footwork, and we look forward to seeing our young Rackets
players on the Rackets world stage in the future.”
Following the success of the first ever Women’s Challenge, the
first British Women’s Open Rackets Championship took place in
February 2011 at Queen’s Club in London, with Claire Vigrass
crowned as the inaugural champion without losing a single game
on the way to the title. At school level too, there are plans afoot
to encourage more female participation and several Malvern
girls, who are already accomplished tennis players, have
recently started coaching sessions.
The school’s rackets coach, Tim Roberts, said: “Now that our
pupils have been able to watch some top matches, it can only
inspire them – and our girls, in particular. This first women’s
challenge has been a great success and there is word that there
may be a Ladies Cup at Queen’s. We are also going to launch an
inter-house Ladies Cup competition at school this term, to
encourage the girls to play more.”
Malvern also opened the courts to the local community for a
Rackets Open Evening staged by Tim Roberts, who also runs a
regular evening club where anyone can come along and try the
game. “We want to see more people of all ages coming to see for
themselves what a terrific game this is – and how good it is for
your fitness levels as well as being enormous fun,” he said.

Introducing
PADSIS
The Professional Association of Directors of
Sport in Independent Schools: Providing
sporting opportunities in schools is a task
demanding careful preparation
The games programmes of independent schools face
unprecedented challenge in the 21st century. Most schools still
have a model of compulsory outdoor team games that occupies
the great majority of pupils, and all of those of any ability.
Despite unprecedented investment in lavish indoor facilities,
muddy sports in all weathers – often several times every week –
continue to dominate the experience of many current pupils,
much as they did in the schooldays of Tom Brown.
In many independent schools, the time devoted to physical
activities is equal to or greater than that allocated to maths.
However, the developments in pedagogical thinking that have
characterised so many curriculum areas, including the support
provided for the least able, have not always been matched in sport.
Many schools have C teams that practise for more time every
week than adult Premiership hockey teams, Superleague netball
teams or National League rugby teams. Despite this time
allocation, some schools will still have non-swimmers or pupils
that cannot run a mile in less than nine minutes. Coaching can
vary in style, structure and quality within the same sport, within
a single school. Much of the considerable investment has been
in plant and manpower, rather than programme development and
cutting-edge coaching.
If Thomas Arnold revisited today’s playing fields, he might
well recognise the armies of pupils trailing onto them every
afternoon. He might recollect the various types, some desperate
to gain an advantage for Saturday’s battle with local rivals;
others destined for a more ordinary experience of running
around a field followed by a full-size game aimed – in some
non-specific way – at making a man (or woman) of them, and
preparing them to become leaders of empire.
At the same time, games have come to be an important factor
in the parental decision to opt for independent schools and, for
some, a factor in choosing between schools. They can also be a
disproportionate source of parental dissatisfaction.
For the director of sport, this creates constant difficulty and
dilemma in creating and managing a sports system. The games
programme needs to balance the best of the school’s history, to
allow the school to meet its competitive commitment and go
some way towards meeting the needs and aspirations of pupils
and parents. Nothing in the training of teachers prepares people
for the issues that are relevant in this role. As a result, many
schools operate games programmes that have had only cosmetic
change over the last 100 years and whose rationale and
justification are rarely revisited.
The time and energy of those charged with administering
school sport is taken up with a wide variety of tasks, the majority

The director of sport gets an overview.
of which are of low-level management. The details of the
competitive programme with other schools consume much time,
coupled with the administration of everyday issues such as
group lists, attendances, disciplinary issues and appearances.
Leading the 21st century games programme has become an
unprecedented challenge. Should games be compulsory?
Which games should be compulsory? At what age? For how
long? Why? Should there be choice? Should choice be
available to all pupils? How can girls be motivated to take
exercise? Can overseas pupils be catered for? Should pupils be
allowed to abandon team games to pursue individual activities?
Do schools prepare pupils for lifelong exercise? What shape
should the competitive programme take? Are the fixtures there
for the benefit of pupils, or the pupils to fulfil the fixtures?
How is the coaching standard quality controlled? Are games a
duty or a pleasure?
The changing demands of the position have outpaced the
opportunities to prepare for it. There is little provision for
incumbents of these positions to learn leadership skills or reflect
upon their success in applying them. Neither is there a
satisfactory sounding board for sharing problems and issues.
The combination of these factors suggests that there is a
vacuum for a body to promote leadership education and the
consideration and sharing of good practice in school sport. This
is the role of the Professional Association of Directors of Sport
in Independent Schools (PADSIS).
It is a not for profit professional association aimed at
developing leadership and management skills to support school
sport. Originally conceived as ADSIS, this body had an early
name change when it was discovered that the domain name
www.adsis.com had already been acquired by an alcohol
dependency unit in Staffordshire!
With considerable encouragement and support from HMC,
PADSIS was launched at January’s Directors of Sport
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Conference in Oxford. Over 100 schools from HMC, GSA and
SHMIS were represented by 135 delegates, most of whom have
now registered as PADSIS members.
The Conference offered a captivating keynote speech on
Developing your Leadership DNA by John Neal of the Ashridge
Business School; the thoughts of Gareth A Davies, Daily
Telegraph schools’ sport correspondent; and insights into the
future of the role of director of sport from Steve Shortland of
Wellington College. The afternoon provided a choice of
seminars, ranging from promoting girls’ games to developing
choice, dealing with overseas pupils and improving parental
behaviour on the touchline.
The role of PADSIS is both clear and unique. It seeks to
provide leadership and management education to increase both
the effectiveness and job satisfaction of the director of sport. It
will also encourage the sharing of best practice and new
initiatives. It is anticipated that prominent figures from the fields
of leadership and education will contribute to conference,
website and annual newsletter, providing practical help in the
strategic dimensions of the job.
Its aim is to help its members move away from pumping up
balls and filling the first aid bag to creating a vision for school
sport, enthusing colleagues and parents and then leading a team
in delivering a high quality programme. Leadership education
will contribute to shaping and implementing the vision, but will
be complemented by management issues such as dealing with
difficult colleagues, financial control and time management.
It is also hoped that PADSIS will provide a united voice that
will help independent schools in their relationships with outside
bodies, such as academies and representative sport.

The model is very similar to the Association of Marketing and
Development in Independent Schools (AMDIS), which has been
in existence for 15 years, and now has 440 members. This body
has been extremely helpful in sharing information, aims and
practices and contributing expertise towards the formation of
PADSIS.
The quality of teaching and learning in independent schools
has developed significantly over the last 20 years. The purpose
of PADSIS is to contribute to sports education keeping pace with
this, and to ensure that the playing fields of modern schools
prepare pupils not for winning the Battle of Waterloo, but for life
in 21st century sedentary society via an unprecedented range of
high quality experiences.
As government funding for sport is reduced in maintained
schools, there exists an unrivalled opportunity for their
independent rivals to use sport to create an improved pupil
experience and a marketing advantage. It is to this end that
PADSIS seeks to lead the way.
Neil Rollings,
Independent Coach Education.
Membership of PADSIS is available to all involved in the
management or leadership of sport in independent schools in
Britain – or in British-style schools abroad. Visit
www.padsis.com for an application form or call 015395 60060.
The administration of PADSIS is conducted by Rebecca Dixon
at Independent Coach Education
Rebecca@independentcoacheducation.co.uk
Bryanston vs Sherborne at rugby.
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“ Where’s that starting pistol?”
Roger V Mobs is swept off his feet on sports day
“Oi! Mobs. Run that race again. Our Sharon was tripped.”
Mr Reed was getting up from seats 34 and 35, staring at me
with the contempt he normally reserved for a continental
breakfast. Like Botticelli’s Venus (assuming she had been male,
ugly and force-fed doughnuts), he arose in damp magnificence
as perspiration bubbled and popped in the folds of his neck.
Though the Mobs waistline would itself be cause for comment
at a Chippendales gig, I could not help but wonder if Reed’s
surname was ironic or whether the ‘g’ was silent.
Sprawled on the grass, bleating like a stranded orca, lay the
quivering immensity of Sharon Reed. Her spoon lay beside her,
without an egg, and I uncharitably wondered if she’d eaten it
during her vain attempt to make the finish line.
“I don’t think she was tripped, Mr Reed,” I called out breezily
from the trackside. “The other competitors would appear to have
finished some time ago.”
If truth be told, the other competitors could have changed,
gone home and written The Brothers Karamazov, but I knew Mr
Reed of old and was exercising caution. His eldest daughter, Our
Hailey, was in the senior school, and though she was known as
Princess to her father, her housemistress’ nomenclature tended
towards comparisons with the larger and more vicious African
mammals.
Sharon Reed, hissy-fitting in language surprisingly candid for
a seven year-old, was being helped to her feet by three prep
school staff. Mr Reed was heading my way. The chaplain,
watching the approaching parent with more cheery anticipation
than I would have liked, was whispering in my ear:
“Headmaster, if I’ve told you once, I’ve told you a thousand
times: any Head who gets involved with parents at prep school
sports day, is asking for a re-enactment of the Passion.”
“You will surely be my Simon of Cyrene, chaplain.”
“No I bloody well won’t. You’re on your own.” He walked off.
And, then, suddenly Mr Reed’s face was six inches from mine.
His breath, strangely visible despite the warm temperature,
made me wonder if a small rodent had sought its final resting
place in his digestive tract.
“Well, Mr Reed: how is life in the world of Premier League
footballers’ agents? All shipshape I hope?”
“Shut up and run the race again, Mobs. She was tripped. No
way Sharon was coming in last.”
I was tempted to say that Sharon would come in last if she ran
a bath, but HMC train their top men well these days and rather
than clouting Reed to the boundary of humiliation, I kept a
straight bat.
“Now Mr Reed, you know we have a code of conduct for
parents at sports fixtures, and I’m afraid taking hold of the
Headmaster’s tie and tightening it – just like you are continuing
to do now – is not our way.”
By this stage I was not wholly sure that the ground was
supporting my feet, but despite the lack of oxygen I was aware
of a small crowd starting to form a circle about us.
“Is there going to be a fight, mummy?” I heard a small girl ask.
“I don’t think Mr Mobs could punch his way out of a wet

The Reed family suggests a re-run.
paper bag, dear,” came the reply, “but let’s see. Come on: up on
my shoulders.”
Mr Reed pressed a finger onto something I didn’t know I had.
Everyone started swaying.
“Sharon brings a lot of her friends home, Mobs, and I can’t
help but notice that all your pupils have a certain stuff authority
attitude... I like that, Mobs. People like that change the world.
Just like I’m about to change yours.”
I was waiting for a bright light and my grandmother to greet me
at the end of a long tunnel when all of a sudden I felt the earth
beneath my feet again and heard the voice of Hailey Reed saying:
“Daddy. Stop it. Leave Mr Mobs alone. Look what Sharon
found when she fell over.”
The elder daughter handed her father something round and
shiny. I recognised it as my pocket watch. It must have fallen out
when I had been tending to Sharon Reed. Mr Reed had a face
like Gollum in a De Beers outlet.
“Mine,” I gurgled, loosening my tie.
“What did you say?” hissed Reed ferociously.
“I said mine all you like but you can’t beat finding treasure
trove.”
“That’s what I thought you said.”
He pocketed the watch and walked off, with his arms around
Hayley and Sharon. I heard his voice growing fainter on the
breeze as he headed towards his Bentley.
“Your mother and I are going away for the weekend. You
might want to consider throwing a party. Leave all the lights on:
makes the house look cheerier. Now here’s a credit card and the
keys to my car – go crazy princess. No I don’t have a tissue,
Sharon: just use your sleeve like you did before you came to this
place. Next week? Yeah, if you want. I used to skip school too.”
The school counsellor walked up to me from the crowd. She
watched Reed’s limousine leave the car park at pace via the NO
EXIT lane.
“Do you have the time Headmaster?”
“No sorry. I don’t have a watch.”
“And that makes you feel..?”
Roger V Mobs finds his pastoral staff less than supportive.
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From the West Midlands
to the Mid-West
Rachael Mack finds Field Hockey fulfilling in Michigan
Ever since I was about three years old, all I wanted to do was go
outside and play with anything that involved a ball that I could hit
or kick. Sport is something I have done for my whole life and it is
something that I intend to carry on with for as long as possible.
My decision to come to university in America and,
specifically, the University of Michigan, stemmed from that very
early commitment. I knew that sport was an integral part of my
life and I also knew that the sports scene in America was well
suited to this part of my personality. Now I’m here in America,
I know I was right.
Bromsgrove School was one of the best periods of my life thus
far, the beginning of an adventure that started small and grew
into something enormous. Bromsgrove taught me to be the best
that I could be. It taught me that if I worked hard I could achieve,
so I made that happen, both in the classroom and out on the
hockey pitch. My studies were always important to me and, no
matter how much sport I had to play of an evening or of a
weekend, I always made sure that I did my work to the best of
my ability.

I’m a little bit of a perfectionist and to do something halfheartedly simply wasn’t in my personality. I am the type of person
who, if they don’t get something right the first time, will persevere
until they do. One could say I am overly competitive, but if I
wasn’t then I wouldn’t be where I am today. It led me down
pathways I had never experienced, one of the biggest being
hockey. I had never heard of hockey, never mind played it until I
came to Bromsgrove, and now I am playing on the other side of
the world in one of the best hockey teams in the United States.
I set high standards for myself at GCSE and so did my
teachers and my results meant that when it came to applying for
university I would have every chance of success.
I never had any clue what I wanted to be as I was growing up
and, more than halfway through my first year of university, I still
have no idea. The classes I took for my A levels were things I
previously enjoyed learning about and, like my GCSEs, they
gave me a wide range of university choices.
Part of my decision to come to an American university was
centred around the fact that here, for the first two years of
The other hockey in a
114,000-seater stadium.
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university, you study a broad set of subjects giving you scope to
try new things and enhance prior skills in certain areas. I am
studying a range of different topics from sociology to geography
to English. After only six months I have taken classes in seven
different subjects and I really enjoy having more breadth and
learning new and challenging things. So many options are being
made available to me and right here, right now, I don’t have to
make any hasty decisions. That suits me to a tee because when
the time is right, I’ll make my right choice.
The University of Michigan is located in the town of Ann
Arbor, making it a place of diversity, enthusiasm and
intelligence. The enormous campus that spreads over the town is
home to almost 42,000 students from states all over the country
and countries all over the world. From the copious amounts of
snow that fall during the winter period to the sunshine beams
that streak through the blossoming trees in the spring, the
University of Michigan is a beautiful place all year round.
“I love your accent, where are you from?” or “Wow, Mack,
that sounded so foreign!” are statements I hear daily from new
people I talk to or while talking with my teammates. The English
accent in America prompts people to make an extra effort to find
out more about me. I thought I might get sick of the constant
questions, but I’m proud of being British and I actually quite like
being the ‘different’ one.
This friendly atmosphere made settling in much easier than I
thought. My teammates and my coaches were brilliant in
helping me focus on other things so that I wouldn’t think about
missing my family. I always had something going on, from
training, to socialising, to getting to know the area so that,
although my family were always in my thoughts, I didn’t have to
worry about missing them. My American university experience
is intense but thoroughly enjoyable.
We have hockey training every afternoon from 3.30 to 5.30
during the months of August through to November; fitness
training from 7am to 8am every morning through the months of
January to March; and training again from 1.30 to 3.30 from
February to April. That may sound exhausting, but I have never
felt in such great shape before. My physical and mental stability
has dramatically increased and I can deal with much more
pressure and fatigue. I have been pushed in many ways, I have
left my comfort zone behind and I have become a stronger, more
independent and hardworking individual.
Since we play teams from universities all over the country, we
travel very widely and that means flying to games has been a
common occurrence. At first I found this utterly astonishing
because in England you’d get on a bus and drive to games. We
fly. I have visited states from North Carolina to Maine and I have
spent a lot of time in Tulsa, Oklahoma, with a teammate.
For my first Thanksgiving in America, she invited me to stay
with her in Tulsa and it was lovely to be part of a big family at
such a special time when I couldn’t be with mine. This is
something that has been a really special part of my first year at
Michigan. The support I have received from the parents of my
teammates made me feel at home and part of a great big family
where I could turn to anyone if I needed help.
As for the emphasis on sport in a leading American university,
it is astonishing and I feel very lucky to be part of such a great and
dedicated programme. I vividly remember walking into my first
ever college football game. It was absolutely incredible. An older
teammate of mine had managed to get tickets on the third row and
the atmosphere was electric! Being contained in a stadium where

Big Ten Champions.

Rachel Mack in field
hockey action.
everyone, all 114,000 people, were singing Michigan’s fight song,
Hail to the Victors, was one of the most memorable and
phenomenal feelings I have ever experienced and it is something
that will remain with me forever. All sporting events that I have
attended at Michigan have been amazing. People sing, dance and
chant and the loyalty that Michigan receives from its students and
alumni creates an unbelievable aura.
Now, unfortunately, I cannot tell you that our hockey team has
quite so many supporters, but the crowds and fans we do have
are always cheering us on to work harder and score more. They
support our every move and they are always there to shout for
the ‘maize and blue’.
Our pitch at the Phyllis Ocker Field Hockey Stadium is home
to a great bunch of girls who work their hearts off in every
training session and in every game. We perform both on the pitch
and in the classroom and my love of academics and hockey has
only increased further since coming to Michigan. Ann Arbor is
the place to be and I love every moment I spend here.
Rachael Mack was the Big Ten Tournament MVP in 2010.
To find out more, go to the University of Michigan’s
impressive website!
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Going Dutch?
David Gray explores the university options open to our pupils
The world of higher education is on the brink of momentous
change. The increase in tuition fees in England and Wales of up
to £9000 per annum, the government’s suggestion that up to
80% of public funding for arts and social sciences courses will
be withdrawn and that public funding for courses in
mathematics, pure and applied sciences, and technology will
increase, points the way in the longer term to a perhaps healthier,
more productive economy.
Until that destination is reached with bags unpacked and 18
year-olds of that new world settled into their chosen courses,
careers and commitments, there are implications to be managed,
not a few of them unforeseen.
Currently about 45% of 18-21 year-olds attend a course in an
institute of higher education in the UK. This compares with
27% in 1997 when the Labour government assumed office and
when the then Prime Minister, Tony Blair, stated that he
wanted to see 50% of the youth of the country registered on
university courses.
The creation of universities out of the old and admirable
polytechnics in the 1990s by Tony Blair’s predecessor, John
Major, had paved the way for this expansion by allowing
polytechnics, which had traditionally specialised in vocational
degrees, often closely associated with the trades and industries
of their regions, to offer courses in the arts and social sciences
and other specialisms which, many would claim, they were not
qualified to deliver.
The consequences were fourfold. First, young people went to
university to study as undergraduates in large numbers,
regarding ‘going to university’ as a rite of passage rather than as
a passage to employment or as an intellectual training to prepare
them for such an eventuality. Secondly, the government, finally
realising that the funding of this expansion of undergraduates
was unaffordable, introduced tuition fees, firstly at a level up to
£1500 per annum to be paid up front, then up to a level of £3000
per annum, to be paid only once the graduate was in well-paid
employment, and finally, from 2012, up to a level of £9000,
repayment beginning once the graduate had reached a minimum
salary of £21,000 per annum.
Thirdly, there was intensification of competition for popular
courses that were perceived to lead to highly-paid employment,
such as medicine, dentistry, law or international relations.
Fourthly, graduate unemployment on an unprecedented scale
became a reality, fuelled by the economic recession. Currently
32% of the graduates of 2010 are without gainful employment.
The recently-published Browne Report seeks to redress the
balance between those who study and those who enter the world
of work at 18, and between those who study productively and
those who ‘attend’ university. It seeks to place the burden of cost
on the student who has the potential to earn disproportionately
to his fellow, less qualified peer, rather than on the government
that has other more pressing funding priorities. The publication
of the report has some immediate outcomes, which are worth
noting for those of us who have the responsibility of guiding the
young to what we hope will be a successful future.
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Money has the effect of concentrating the mind amongst the
young and their parents and, it must be said, amongst the rest of
us too. Well in advance of 2012, in spite of the predicted vast
increase in applications for entrance to university, students have
voted with their feet. The rise in applications UK-wide for
university places is up about 5% overall, but the level of
applications varies hugely from university to university and from
subject to subject.
In Scotland, where fees (£1800 per annum) are only charged
to undergraduates domiciled in England, (bizarrely European
Union regulations allow differentials within a member state but
not between member states), there has been a drop approaching
15% in applications by English domiciled students to
Edinburgh, St Andrews and Glasgow, all Russell Group
universities. Yet, in Scotland generally the increase in
applications to the modern universities, the equivalent of the old
English polytechnics, by students throughout the UK, has risen
by up to 30%.
I have witnessed such a shift in the schools which I run, with
many of the 240 candidates opting for electrical engineering,
pharmacy and the single sciences at less fashionable but more
vocational establishments such as Heriot-Watt, Strathclyde,
Robert Gordon’s and Napier. The reason is clear. These
universities provide courses that lead to paid work and, equally
importantly, are closely connected to UK and internationallybased companies that open the door to commercial opportunity
following a degree.
The figures for applications for 2011 also include mature
students, those who are out of work owing to the economic
climate, and those who are re-applying (some of the 200,000
who failed to get places this year and want to do so before the
2012 deadline). Given the modest overall increase in
applications to UK universities for 2011, it must therefore be
assumed that not only are students switching choices to suit the
jobs’ market, they are also thinking twice about going to
university at all.
Britain’s top companies are already thinking likewise.
Accountants such as KPMG and retailers such as Boots the
Chemist have adopted high profile initiatives to woo 18 yearolds with A levels, employ them, train them, night school them
and turn them out as loyal company men and women fully
qualified, either with degrees or with their professional
institute’s imprimatur. These companies argue that in this way
they can mould future employees, monitor their academic and
professional progress and turn out employees who combine high
expectations with commensurate high standards and company
knowledge.
Firms posit that this is better value for money than employing
a graduate with a devalued degree, in an unheard of subject,
from an unknown university, who has the expectation of a high
salary but who still needs to undergo company training over
several years. Will the company option with its immediate
employment, promise of high quality training and eventual
opportunities for promotion not prove to be irresistibly more
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attractive to the school leaver than the debt-fuelled track leading
to a university degree and an uncertain future?
And what of Wales and Scotland? The Welsh have announced
that they will fund the tuition fees of Welsh students going to
English universities but, rather like the Scots, will charge the
English ‘through the nose’ for the privilege of studying at a
Welsh university.
In Scotland, there is confusion. A green paper has gone out to
consultation for the next 12 months. Some kind of decision will
have to be made before 2012, since an increase in tuition fees at
English universities must either mean introduction of such fees
in Scotland (even if by some other name) or else lesser funded
Scottish universities will see an exodus of lecturers to better paid
posts in England, combined with a diminution of resources and
therefore of quality. In short, the Scottish universities will no
longer compete with those south of the border or indeed on the
world stage.
The Scottish Minister for Education has suggested that the
answer to the funding problem is for Scottish universities to
charge much higher fees to the English and encourage more
overseas students. This, however, would undermine the ability of
Scots to go to universities in their own country since, by
implication, there would be fewer places for them.
The opposition parties in Scotland have suggested that fees
will be introduced, although it is not clear how or by how
much: the truth is that there are elections at Holyrood in May
and no-one wants to lose those by making any kind of
suggestion that might cost votes. It is hard to see, however, that
any party will be able to resist raising tuition fees to the level
at which they will stand in England from 2012, at least for
English domiciled students.

It should be clear from this analysis that the Browne Report,
far from enabling universities to dictate their own destinies,
actually places them at the mercy of the customers: the
undergraduate student and his hard pressed parents. English
domiciled students are already turning their backs on Scottish
universities even before the Scots seek to fleece them further
with exorbitant tuition fees; companies are vying with
universities for potential undergraduates and 18 year-olds are
already beginning to wonder if three or four years on a campus
is worth it, especially when times are hard.
Higher fees will mean that those who do go to university will,
as they are already doing, choose more carefully and more
selectively, both the course and the institution as measured
against their likely employability on graduating. Higher fees will
mean parents and students asking more questions, as is already
happening, about numbers of contact hours, quality of teaching,
provision of accommodation, extramural opportunities, etc. We
know this from our own experience of managing fee-paying
schools. And higher fees will mean that students look elsewhere
too, to Europe, to the USA, to Australia, indeed to anywhere
with reputable standards and where English is spoken.
The most recent revelation has been the rise and rise of
European universities which use English and not Serbo-Croat,
Spanish or Dutch as their medium of teaching. Furthermore, the
English spoken amongst the students and by the lecturers puts
the English of many a native speaker to shame. And the British
are already there.
In the medical faculty at the University of Valencia there are
50 undergraduate medics who are the product of a UK
independent school education: they are taught in English, will
gain good medical degrees and will be able to practise as
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qualified doctors in the UK if they choose. There are 22,000 UK
undergraduates currently studying abroad, 1.7% of the
undergraduate population, a higher proportion than either
Indians or Chinese studying outside their own countries.
The attractions of studying in Europe are enormous: the
University of Maastricht in south-east Holland is situated on
the border of Belgium and Germany. 80% of its courses are
delivered in English. There are 11,000 undergraduates of
whom 3000 are German. It is a cosmopolitan place. Poles,
Indians, Americans, French, Dutch and British all rub
shoulders and communicate through English, fluently, both in
class and socially. Entry to the university is by written
application and by interview. The university is more interested
in motivation than in past results and insists on a convincing
‘motivational statement’ from all its prospective students as
part of its application process. Applications are considered up
until July of the year of entry and, as the university is outside
UCAS, nothing is lost by applying.
Its standards and expectations are high. Of 2010’s graduates,
89% are in employment directly linked to their degrees.
Undergraduates have, on average, 16-20 contact hours per week,
higher than any British university. All undergraduates must
register for each contact hour and 85% attendance is required to
matriculate for the following year. The pass mark on arts courses
in the first year is 55% (at St Andrews, ranked in the top ten in
the UK, it is 35%) and one semester of the final year of the threeyear Bachelor’s course is spent at a university in another country,
fully funded by Maastricht.
The better you perform, the greater the choice of universities
around the world, from Harvard to Cambridge. Tuition fees are
€1600 per annum and total costs including accommodation,
subsistence and fees are estimated at €10,000, between £8000
and £9000 depending on the rate of the euro against sterling.
Maastricht, like the other 40 European universities offering
courses through the medium of English, has the additional
advantage of not being situated on an island. Its links with major
employers in Germany, Switzerland and France are excellent
and enable the kind of connections to be established for
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undergraduates, together with work experience opportunities,
which are more restricted in the UK.
When Britain had an empire, G M Trevelyan, much-loved
author of An Illustrated English Social History, claimed that the
British, from whatever social class, thought globally, through
employment in India, emigration to Canada and Australia, and
through trade to the far corners of the earth. Britain’s decline has
been matched by its increasing introspection and reversion to an
insular mentality.
Indeed, although Queen’s University Belfast, an excellent
Russell Group university, offering preferential offers to
mainland based students, is only 35 minutes by air from
Edinburgh, it has been difficult until recently to persuade our
students to cross water. By contrast, the Irish Times has just
published for its readership the Guide to European Universities
that operate through English, in a country which traditionally
and by necessity has had a less suspicious approach to the
European continent.
And, by necessity, the British mentality, at least amongst
school leavers, will change too. No longer will there be an
inbuilt assumption of university education at the nearest city or
at all. Rather the decision will be the local or national or
international company or the university that offers the best value
for money, whether Durham or Gröningen, Aberdeen or Prague,
Bristol or Ohio.
The world is changing fast and, not for the first time, the
customers are dictating to the market. British universities,
increasingly answerable to their student clients, will have to be
more imaginative, more creative and more productive in the
future if many of them are to survive and prosper.
As far as our students are concerned, they will, I am sure, be
equal to the competition but are more likely to be more reflective
and discriminating in making their choices in the years ahead
than they were in the heady days of assured growth and
profligate expenditure.
J N D Gray is the Principal of
Stewart’s Melville College in Edinburgh.
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The King’s School Ely acquires
The Old Palace
The King’s School Ely has taken over the lease of The Old
Palace, originally home to the bishops of Ely. The school
sees the acquisition as providing a ‘focal heart’ for King’s,
whose new Arts Centre and Gibson Music School adjoin the
Palace’s three-acre gardens.
For the first time in its 1000-year history, pupil numbers at
the eastern region’s oldest independent school are set to reach
1000 in January 2011. The Palace is owned by the Church
Commissioners and was vacated in January 2010 by Sue
Ryder Care, which had leased it for the previous 25 years.
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To PQA or not to PQA?
Tim Andrew thinks that is a question for his successor
Well, yes, I do realise that it should be ‘To APQ or not to APQ’,
but that doesn’t quite have the same ring, and mangling our
language has become an essential part of educational change, as
those tasked with its delivery will confirm.
Lest readers should already detect some backward-looking
scepticism, may I reassure them that I am not averse to changes
to the system of application to university? Even so, I must
confess some fondness for the current UCAS process. Perhaps it
is just that, having spent so much of my life writing references,
it is hard to accept that the system is utterly hopeless and that
time devoted to feeding its insatiable appetite for words might
have been better spent: feeding ducks, perhaps.
For many years we had UCCA rather than UCAS, though
readers will doubtless share my puzzlement that the latter has
failed to change its name since 1993, ignoring the example set
by the DES, DFE, DfEE, DfES, DCSF, and … DfE. For many
years applications were made on paper forms, which provided
students with ample opportunity to display ignorance and
incompetence.
Years ago, and not of course at my present school, I finally
gave up attempts to persuade a candidate for medicine that his
chances of impressing an admissions tutor might be affected by
his spelling. After he had destroyed a third form and when the
fourth still referred to ‘medecin’, it seemed only fair that the
university should know the truth about the lad.
Paper forms were followed by a peculiar system that required
students to fill in details on floppy discs, which had a great
capacity for destroying the fruits of the hours of labour that
students assured me they had expended on their forms.
The introduction of UCAS Apply was a relief. When a
student was taking an unreasonable time to complete his
application and came out with the familiar, “It’s almost
finished, Sir”, it was a delight to sit him down and have a look
at the form on Apply: at times, ‘almost finished’ turned out to
mean that he had filled in his name and address and some of
his more memorable GCSE results.
Apply has some oddities, but it is a notable improvement on
its predecessors. Now even Cambridge has abandoned forms in
hard-copy and replaced their familiar blue form, the humblesounding CAF, with its electronic cousin, the SAQ. The latter is
not entirely satisfactory. It goes straight to the student,
sometimes during half term. Some fail to notice it, as it arrives
in their junk mail box; others complete and return it without
consulting teachers, who then suffer pangs of anxiety about what
a student might have written; and, of course, students send
panicked email requests, seeking help with the SAQ, when their
advisers are supposed to be on holiday.
I would suggest that Cambridge should do away with the
SAQ were it not that their asking for AS module marks and
working out an average from three of them seems to be rather
a sensible way of establishing just how good an applicant may
be. Perhaps if other universities were to follow suit, there
would be less pressure for the introduction of Post
Qualification Application (PQA).

To PQA or not to PQA?
Among the arguments put forward for PQA is that half of
predicted grades turn out to be wrong. Given that predictions are
made at the start of A2 courses and that the UCAS form’s dropdown list does not allow split grades, it is not entirely surprising
that schools err in their judgements, nor yet that we might err on
the side of generosity: a teacher’s life is spent hoping for the
best, sometimes in defiance of evidence or even common sense.
In the absence of a crystal ball, it is difficult to allow for
everything that might affect a student’s progress during the
upper sixth: dozens of 18th birthday parties, long hours spent in
part-time jobs, falling in and out of love...
Worse, apparently, is that some schools underestimate
students’ likely grades, thus blighting their chances of offers
from popular universities. Unfortunately, it seems that these are
not schools like yours or mine, but rather those attended by the
under-privileged.
It may occur to you that ministers could encourage such
schools to see the potential of their less fortunate students, but
were you a minister, you would realise that the only way to
ensure fairness would be to move to PQA. Of course you would
still need to ensure that universities accepted lower grades from
less advantaged applicants, as not only their predictions but also
their actual grades may fail to reflect their suitability for places
at top universities.
A few years ago, the then government’s target for the
introduction of PQA was for 2012 entry. They had two models,
one for all students to apply post A level, the other for
universities to hold back 15% of places for PQA. Consultation
revealed considerable opposition to both proposals. A
government response referred to ‘very strong support in
principle’ for PQA, though they acknowledged that 68% of those
consulted had been against the idea. Perhaps the 15% in favour
felt very strongly about it.
I must confess that when I saw the date 2012 I heaved a sigh
of relief, as I intended to retire in 2011. During the consultation
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process, the ministry published a time line for the proposed
process. It involved moving A levels earlier; spending less time
marking them; shortening the time taken by universities to
consider applications; and starting university terms later.
You may spot some problems with this. Shorter A level
courses? Might not there be a loss of teaching time and content?
Might the same apply to a later start to university terms? When
examination boards struggle to mark accurately in the time
currently available, one might wonder whether asking them to
do it more quickly would be an entirely good idea. And would
those universities that now take from October to March to
process an application cope with the express model? The most
recent solution offered to this last problem is that students might
be allowed to apply for only two courses: this, it seems, is a way
of providing greater choice.
As the last government had postponed the introduction of
PQA, apparently indefinitely, and the new one seemed to have
more urgent concerns, one might have hoped that we would hear
no more about it. That was wishful thinking. Our leaders have
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revived the idea as part of their ‘equality agenda’. As I still
intend to retire this year, none of this will affect me. However, I
do feel some responsibility for younger colleagues (sadly, that is
almost all of them) and in particular for my successor.
Although I outlined above some of the implications of the
PQA time line, I left out the one that alarmed me most. Students
would take their A levels early, then draft applications, so that
when they received results, they could submit them promptly
and await a speedy response from their chosen universities.
The process lasted roughly from the mid-point of the summer
term to that of the autumn term, and there seemed to be no point
in the time line when heads of sixth form, careers advisers,
housemasters and others involved in the process of applications,
could be away from school. So, if PQA arrives, you must make
the most of your Christmas and Easter holidays, because you
won’t be getting one in the summer. Retirement suddenly seems
even more attractive.
Tim Andrew is Principal of the sixth form division
of the King’s School in Macclesfield.
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Trinidad Guardian Sports Desk Awards: Christian Homer (right) receives
his winner’s plaque from Trinidad Guardian managing director, Gabriel
Faria

Trinidad Guardian Sports Desk Awards: from left to right are Jehue
Gordon (Sports Personality of the Year); Nicholas Alexis (Naz Yacoob
Memorial Award); Wayne Manderville (rep Lifetime Achievement Award
winner Russell Latapy); Christian Homer (Youth Achiever of the Year); Ian
Carter (rep Female Sports Personality of the Year Kelly-Ann Baptiste).

Two awards for elite swimmer
Plymouth College elite swimming scholar, Christian Homer, has received two prestigious awards in his home country,
Trinidad and Tobago. Rubbing shoulders with the Caribbean island’s top sporting stars, Christian received the Trinidad
and Tobago Olympic Committee’s Junior Sportsman of the Year accolade at a ceremony just after Christmas. In the same
week he was also named Youth Achiever of the Year at the Trinidad Guardian Sports Desk Awards.
Christian was nominated for both awards as a result of his gold medal-winning performance at the inaugural Youth
Olympic Games in Singapore in the summer. It was his country’s first Olympic gold medal since Montreal in 1976.
Christian also swam for his country at senior level at the Delhi Commonwealth Games in October.
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The insider
looking out
Geoff Lucas signs off
The time? 9am. The date? Wednesday, 4th October, 2000. The
place? The Majestic Hotel, Harrogate. Sixty seven current
members of HMC will, like me (and, by chance, the editor of
C&CR) remember this occasion as the 132nd annual meeting of
the Headmasters’ and Headmistresses’ Conference.
The ‘Harrogate AGM’, as it has become known, was
memorable for all the wrong reasons, which I won’t dwell on
here. For me, it had an additional significance. It was my first
HMC annual conference as Secretary and I gave a short address,
picking on the theme chosen by the Revd Peter Gomes, the truly
inspirational black preacher to Harvard University who spoke
the previous evening: ‘the outsider looking in.’
As someone who had not been a Head, had not taught in the
independent sector, and whose children had all been educated in
state schools, I could certainly identify with this theme. Some
ten (almost 11) years on, things are very different. Much has
changed, not just the number of members still in post.
I, too, have changed, as has my perspective on HMC and the
independent sector at large. ‘The insider looking out’ therefore
seems an apposite title for my valedictory article for C&CR,
taking the five sub-headings of my address to the AGM, back in
2000, as the basis for my reflections on how HMC has changed
over the last decade, as well as how it might develop in future.

Geoff Lucas before…
… and after.

1. Involvement of members
Before joining HMC, and from my contact with it from outside
in various previous roles, this struck me as one of the key
strengths of the association. It remains so today. The ‘Ten for
10/10’ review, last year, reaffirmed the importance placed by
members on collegiality and fellowship, including attendance at
divisional meetings and the annual conference. But it goes
beyond this.
Since September 2000, we estimate that the best part of 100
schools will have had their Heads directly involved in HMC’s
activities in one way or another (as divisional chairmen and
secretaries, through membership of sub-committees and steering
groups, as course directors and so on). And this excludes those
who have served HMC through their involvement as inspectors
for ISI or in induction through ISCtip. In my experience, such a
level of engagement is almost unique.
Larger organisations such as ISC and ASCL can never achieve
such a high degree of penetration, involvement and ownership.
It really is true that you, the members, are HMC. And this
matters when HMC is represented externally, in the press or
media, or at high level meetings with government bodies or
ministers. It is school leaders, who are in direct daily contact
with teachers and pupils, who really count. This, to me, remains
the key strength of HMC.

2. The breadth of HMC’s business
HMC’s core business has remained largely unchanged, even
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since its inception in 1869, when it was set up both as a ‘league
for defence’ (to resist unwanted government intrusion and
regulation) and as a forum for mutual support and sharing
experiences. While the balance between these two may have
varied at different points in HMC’s history, both remain central
to what HMC is, what it does and what it is for.
Recently, we have tried to strengthen both the external role of
HMC (through the establishment some four years ago of the
HMC ‘Public Affairs and PR’ sub-committee, now to be
renamed ‘Communications’) and the internal role (through the
establishment of ‘HMC Professional Development’ (HMCPD)).
The latter, in particular, should provide a further stimulus to the
sort of grass–roots innovation that has always been part of
HMC’s culture.
This has, in recent years, seen something of a renaissance with
the development of new approaches to the curriculum and
assessment, reflected in such initiatives as the Pre-U, the
Extended Project Qualification, the piloting of the IB Middle
Years Programme and many other individual school initiatives.
Some of these, of course, were captured in the i² publication
(independent and innovative) edited by Bernard Trafford back in
2006, and further supported by case studies on the HMC website
under the ‘innovation exchange’.
In my view, it is essential that HMC should continue to be
what Libby Purves, when addressing the Annual Conference in
2005, called ‘a laboratory of ideas that work’.

3. Partnerships
There are, of course, two aspects to this theme. HMC schools, as
individual organisations, have vigorously pursued various strands
of partnership, in their own local and sometimes national contexts
(for example, in the case of ‘families’ of schools linked to livery
companies or religious foundations). The diversity of partnership
arrangements reflects, in part, the diversity of the schools whose
Heads are in membership. There is no doubt that, whatever
government is in power in the next decade, encouragement for
such partnerships will continue to be a national priority.
HMC, as a body, has also experienced the benefits (and
constraints) of partnerships. When I took up my post,
‘partnership’ with GSA, like ‘unity’ through ISC, was a focal
point of internal discussions. Having come close, back in 2005,
to actual merger with GSA, the last five years have seen a
drawing back from such close links to much looser forms of
cooperation. Indeed, at this moment in time, the universities subcommittee is the only joint HMC/GSA venture still in existence
(and for good reasons).
There is no doubt in my mind and, I believe in the minds of
those who have been part of, or observed at close quarters,
various forms of cross-association working, that looser
structures (such as the cross-association leadership group or
joint conferences on sport or for junior schools) provide many of
the benefits and few of the constraints that come with more
formal, binding partnerships.
The ability to serve HMC’s members’ specific needs has, I
believe, been enhanced by recent developments such as the
separation of the HMC and GSA academic policy committees
and professional development services. This, and other similar
acts of ‘putting ourselves first’ have, I believe, been achieved
without damaging our relationships with our key partners (the
other Heads’ associations, including ASCL and, to some extent
NAHT). I might quote George Marsh (a former IAPS chairman)
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who, back in October 2000, called for cross-association
‘cooperation not amalgamation’. That, I believe, remains as
sound a maxim today as it was at the start of the new century.

4. Independence
Back in 1971, while addressing students at Bloxham School,
Margaret Thatcher was reported as having said: “Please never
apologise for independence. It is worth stimulating and
nurturing for its own sake. You do not have to justify it. It is
those who wish to finish it who have to justify their case”. How
times have changed! These days, of course, governments of all
persuasions are out to emulate what Andrew Adonis called “the
independent sector’s DNA”.
However, both as an association and as a sector, we have been
rather better at asserting what we want freedom from (overregulation, over-inspection and so on), than we have been in
deciding what we want freedom for, a challenge posed some
years ago by ASCL’s former general secretary, John Dunford.
Moreover, while our schools’ and members’ independence is,
potentially, one of their (and our) greatest strengths, it can also
be our Achilles’ heel, particularly when it comes to trying to
agree what, collectively, we want and support. This is not a new
phenomenon, of course. Just over 100 years ago, in the very first
edition of the TES (September, 1910), in an article entitled ‘Why
Public Schools Fail’, the author states:
Each headmaster, being within his own dominions supreme,
refuses to subordinate his views to those of any other
headmaster, or to act in common with anybody. Each is a
law to himself and always ready to lecture on the advantages
of ‘variety, independence, and elasticity’ in school
government. But this cant phrase merely means that there is
universal disorder; for, so long as they refuse to act in union,
headmasters are in fact powerless.
On the surface, this may appear to be an argument in favour of a
single, unified body to represent the sector, speaking with a
single voice. But if this is a challenge for HMC on its own, how
much more of a challenge is it for the sector as a whole? The
same might be said of my final heading.

5. Policy formulation
I am a good deal clearer today than I was ten years ago about how
policy, both within HMC and the sector as a whole, is supposed to
be formulated. I am, however, no wiser regarding how to achieve
consensus on things we want, rather than on things we oppose.
Agreement on opposition to Contact Point, over-bureaucratic
systems of vetting and barring and a too onerous (and expensive)
model of inspection has been easy to achieve.
The same cannot be said, for example, of Common Entrance
or public examinations (unless the target is poor quality
marking, or the cost and disruption to teaching and learning).
The danger, of course, is that in the absence of a clear, single
view coming from HMC (or the Heads’ associations
collectively), we effectively dissipate any influence we might
have. Worse still, it is often argued, individual ‘maverick’ Heads,
with ready sound-bites, but no corporate responsibility, will
become the unelected, unaccountable spokespeople for HMC
(or the sector).
While we have tried to tackle this issue through, for example,
the work of the HMC public affairs and PR group, the
identification of specific ‘spokespeople’ on specific issues (for
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example the co-chairman of the universities sub-committee, to
speak for HMC on HE issues), and even the issuing of a
‘protocol’ for all members (to make clear when they are
speaking in public if it is in a personal capacity), we still have a
long way to go on this. The issue then, from the inside looking
out, is not just the formulation of policy, but the communication
of a consistent message, where we have one.

Conclusion
This last point brings me back to my experiences of ISC over the
last decade. It is perhaps instructive, in this context, to reflect on
the experiences of other ‘umbrella’ bodies and their constituent
associations. A fascinating article published in The Times Higher
on 9th December, 2010, by William Evans provides an incisive
critique of The Law Society, Universities UK and the Local
Government Association (LGA).
On Universities UK, William Evans comments:
UUK’s claim to speak for all universities is called into
question by the proliferation of special-interest gangs – the
Russell Group, Millions+ and so on – which presumably
would not exist if their members thought UUK offered
adequate representation. One way forward might be to wind
up UUK and redistribute its functions to narrower-interest
representative groups. Non-contentious common services
required by all higher-education institutions, such as
information-gathering and data dissemination, could be
delivered by a cooperative pool; matters of common concern
could be addressed jointly.
Each group would then be free to lobby on its own terms,
voicing the concerns of its members alone. Then, if it failed
to get its points across about tuition fees, funding structures
or anything else, it would have only itself to blame.
In common with the Law Society and the LGA, Evans notes that
civil servants like UUK and similar bodies because ‘it saves work
in consultations, and they do not have to reconcile the needs of
differing authorities. The fudge comes to them ready-packed’.

Parallels with ISC and HMC (and, indeed, the other constituent
associations that currently make up ISC) are obvious.
If it is hard for HMC to communicate a clear, consistent
message on educational issues of importance, how much more
difficult is it for a body like ISC, with an even greater diversity
of schools to represent? The dangers of the ‘lowest common
denominator’ being communicated as a result of the collective
compromises of the eight associations that make up ISC are all
too obvious. I have argued, elsewhere, that we should be
prepared to accept (and be more relaxed about) some divergence
of view, for example, between the Heads’ associations (on the
one hand) and the governors (on the other), on an issue such as
inspection, because of our different statutory responsibilities and
educational perspectives. It will be interesting to see how far,
and on which issues, genuine consensus can be achieved in
future, both within HMC and the sector as a whole. This,
perhaps, is one of the greatest challenges for my successor.
Finally, what have I not covered? I have said little about the
excellence of HMC schools and the Heads who run them. But it
has been a real privilege to work for, and with, such talented,
interesting and intelligent people. Nor have I touched on the
growing international dimension and global reach of HMC, a
rich resource that we have only just begun to tap seriously in
recent years. And, I have ignored the challenges that lie ahead:
economic, demographic and political.
If I were to give my successor any advice at all in preparing
for these challenges, I could probably not do better than repeat
the words of the late Lord Dearing, which I quoted in my AGM
address back in October 2000 to guide me as I took up my post
as HMC Secretary:
Always seize the initiative.
Exploit the inevitable.
Stay in with the outs.
And, last but not least, ‘don’t get caught between the dog and the
lamp-post’!
Geoff Lucas is HMC’s General Secretary.

Geoff Lucas
and his
favourite
chair.
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Stars in their eyes
Chris Ray wonders where ministers get their inspiration from
The Royal Society recently noted with immense concern that in
2009 some 500 schools and colleges in England (17% of the
total) did not put forward a single candidate for physics A level.
At least England was ahead of Wales – with just 13%, but way
behind Northern Ireland – with 43% of schools and colleges
entering candidates.
A ‘state of the nation’ report published in February this year,
produced by the Society’s education committee, called for a
change in the way that sixth form students are prepared,
suggesting the introduction of an A level-based baccalaureate.
Déjà vu?
The Education White Paper, published towards the end of
2010, was not exactly focused upon the needs of 16-plus
education, preferring platitudinous vacuity to specific proposals.
A strategy which avoids too much specificity may have some
merit of course, given the distinctly incoherent but detailed
approach to 14-16 education which emerged in the form of the
half-baked wheeze from Whitehall, the English Baccalaureate
(EBacc).
Even so, schools minister Nick Gibb, in response to the Royal
Society report, said that his government wishes to attract “the
best graduates in science and maths into the teaching
profession” and is “committed to looking at new ways to
encourage the take-up of science qualifications, in particular
physics” through the EBacc initiative which – we are told – will
“drive up participation and attainment rates” in the 14-19 age
range as well as providing a rounded education.
I worry about any minister who believes that taking science
and additional science GCSEs is somehow superior to GCSEs in
physics and chemistry or that a non-existent qualification in
ancient history trumps the tried, tested and successful GCSE in
classical civilisation. But that is another story.
What is alarming about this is the fact that we have been here
before. When Mike Tomlinson’s proposed baccalaureate, which
provided a broad framework to accommodate different types of
learner, was rejected out of hand by Secretary of State Ruth
Kelly early in 2005, many wondered how long it would be
before we would be obliged to reconsider this precipitate act of
curricular vandalism.
Tomlinson was trying to bring an inner coherence to the
aftermath of Curriculum 2000. His suggestions may have been
unacceptable to those in power at the time, but their failure to
deal with inherent weaknesses in 14-19 education was an
abdication of responsibility that continues to have a very
significant impact.
What is really alarming is the fact that this is not déjà vu but
double déjà vu – this has happened twice. Years before
Tomlinson bit the dust, the Higginson report of 1988, which had
recommended a broader approach to sixth form education, was
rejected unceremoniously by Margaret Thatcher. At least the
desire not to engage effectively with a broad-based sixth form
education seems to have cross-party support.
Curriculum 2000 was meant to provide opportunities for a
broader range of sixth form studies, with four or five AS levels
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preceding three or four full A levels
recommended as a model. The
basic idea here, as we will all
remember, was to allow scientists,
for example, to study a modern
foreign language or history, or
linguists to study chemistry or
‘Where shall wisdom
mathematics.
be found?’
Many students did indeed consider a larger canvas for their
learning, but many more turned their backs on breadth for the
supposed security of a stronger focus on their strengths. It takes
a bold intending medic not to choose biology, chemistry, physics
and maths. However, there were other driving forces behind
Curriculum 2000.
Two related decisions during the preparatory work for
Curriculum 2000 to a great extent brought about many of the
problems encountered in the years since then:
1. It was thought that an AS level should account for exactly
one half of the award for an A level; and
2. In an attempt to provide serious challenges for the more
able, the Advanced Extension Award was introduced.
The first decision made it much easier for less talented
candidates to achieve high grades overall, not so much because
they had performed well in the more advanced work required of
them in the A2 papers (including the synoptic elements), but
because, through re-sitting AS papers, they had produced very
high AS scores, which then had a disproportionate impact upon
their final grade.
As a co-author of the OCR Physics 2000 Specification, I
pointed this problem out to those responsible for the decision in
1998, but it was felt to be an unavoidable consequence of the
strategic need to encourage many more students to take AS and
A level courses. Modularity was an important part of this
strategy, which aimed not only to make advanced work more
accessible but also to arrest (if not reverse) the perceived decline
in the take-up of sciences and modern foreign languages.
The second decision, to introduce AEAs, involved the
rejection of an additional higher A* grade for A level. The old
(and pretty demanding) S levels were taken by relatively few
students and yet the introduction of the AEA to replace this
‘titanium standard’ was a triumph of hope over experience.
I remember suggesting to Nick Tate (the QCA chief) that he
should reconsider the view he had taken, but to no avail. His
hopes for the AEAs were high. However, the failure of higher
education to pay any real attention to them, together with the
unwillingness of the awarding bodies to offer AEAs in all
subjects, undermined the status of the new examinations and
dashed his hopes.
There is an essential and inescapable tension within our
monolithic examination system that these two decisions
highlight. Government wants even the best students to be, in
latter-day parlance, stretched and challenged in their academic
work. But it does not want less able students as a consequence
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to be discouraged from further studies. Too hard and the
exams dishearten too many. Too easy and they attract
political fire.
The A* grade, considered then rejected in the run-up to
2000, emerged as part of a Labour-inspired policy to steer
a course between an academic Scylla and a political
Charybdis that could be recognised even by nonclassicists. Labour’s Department of Children, Schools
and Families saw the A* as part of a strategy to stretch
and challenge students and to help universities to
distinguish the excellent from the merely very able. 90%
or better for A2 papers (with at least 80% overall) secures
the A*.
But no matter how well a candidate performs at AS
level, unless he or she reaches the required standard for
A2, the A* will not be awarded. The character of the A2
specifications and the nature of the examination questions
were to be adjusted to ensure that students would be made
to sing for their A* supper.
To a certain extent, the strategy worked. In 2010 A*
grades accounted for just 8% of all grades, whereas A
grade (or better) was awarded to 27%.
Yet most universities were (and still are) very cautious in their
approach, encouraged by the anxieties of central government
that state school students might be disadvantaged. A few
universities, with Cambridge leading the way, required typically
just one A* as part of the offers made. Oxford, along with the
majority, stayed its hand, preferring to rely upon its own
assessment procedures.
During the summer of 2010, HMC’s academic policy subcommittee carried out a survey of members, with a
representative sample of 61 schools with nearly 28,000 results
providing information relating to A* awards. This research led
us to three key conclusions:
• The projections, determined by QCA based on
performance in 2009 and which restricted the scope of
awarding bodies to award the new grade, were flawed.
These projections did not take any account of the changes
in motivation likely to arise from the introduction of the
A* grade and hence under-estimated the outcome.
By comparing the matched performances for over
18,000 entries in 2009 and 2010, it was clear that
motivational factors (with able students working harder or
more effectively) account for a 5% improvement in
performance at this higher level.
• Even so, it was heartening to find that 21% of the results
in the survey had gained the A* grade: ahead of the
national picture (8%) as well as those for state selective
schools (12%) and all independent schools (18%).
• There was much evidence of variability across subjects
and across awarding bodies for the same subject. For
example, although roughly 60% of students gained A or
A* grades for both English literature and French, the
proportions of A* grades awarded were strikingly
different, with over 25% for English and just 12% for
French.
Again, the proportion of A* awards for AQA
geography was some 3% ahead of OCR; Edexcel drama
was 5% ahead of AQA; and OCR physics was some 6%
behind both AQA and Edexcel. The largest such disparity

The High Master and his men set out to pick up the pieces.
was for history, with OCR lagging behind both Edexcel
and AQA by some 7%.
Ofqual was invited to comment on the data and our conclusions.
They are in partial denial about the possibility that their
projections might be flawed despite the objective evidence for
this. In particular they cite anecdotal evidence provided by
encounters with GSA and other schools that their students were
not additionally motivated by the introduction of A* grades.
However, they do appear to take the variations between
awarding bodies more seriously, noting that Ofqual’s own
research confirms that of HMC in many respects.
Further initial research by HMC into the extent to which the
new examinations really do stretch and challenge indicated that
the jury is out. For some subjects, heads of department at the
chalk face have welcomed moderate increases in demand. But
others say that 2010 brought no difference whatsoever. The fear
is that in too many cases the A* grade has been awarded simply
to those who have with care and precision gained more marks,
rather than to those who have demonstrated intellectual
superiority by command of the conceptual intricacies of their
subject. This research will continue and it is heartening to note
that Ofqual appears to be interested in the outcome.
Clearly the A* grade is here to stay for the foreseeable future
(never more than three to five years in education). Leading
universities yet to have been dazzled by any A starlight in their
eyes will undoubtedly begin to ask applicants for A* grades. We
will see no doubt modest inflationary rises in the proportion of
A* grades awarded.
It may be that the GCSE EBacc might lead to a reassessment
of the strategy for sixth form studies. Perhaps it might be third
time lucky?
One is left with the profound sense of a ‘government’ in too
much of a hurry. When Humpty Dumpty falls off his wall, it will
be our boys and girls who will suffer the consequences and it will
be us and not the PM’s men who will have to pick up the pieces.
Chris Ray is the High Master of
The Manchester Grammar School.
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Do you feel lucky?
Bernard Trafford is armed with some deadly synthetic phonics and is not afraid to use them
It is official. My long-standing hero, Clint Eastwood, is now a
role model for Heads. At the February meeting of the 100 Group
of schools Sir Michael Wilshaw, the super-head of Mossbourne
Academy, revealed that Clint is also his hero, and should be a
model for all of us.
We’re not talking about his embittered San Francisco cop
character, Dirty Harry. “Magnum .45, the most powerful
handgun in the world: do you feel lucky, punk?” I have to quote
him when I’m given the pistol to start the house cross-country
competition: the runners look at me in bewilderment. It is the
character Clint played in the spaghetti westerns (where he
generally had no name) who is, according to Wilshaw, a lone
warrior fighting for righteousness; fighting the good fight;
powerful and autonomous.
It was just as well he explained. Sir Michael has quite a
reputation for ruthlessness, so his audience was, perhaps, a little
nervous that he based his hero-worship on the fact that Clint’s
character shoots first, always kills his man and is without
hesitation or remorse. In few of the movies does he show any
softer side, generally being too busy killing people, for example,
to fall in love.
Eastwood furnishes some dubious models for Headship in
these westerns. In my favourite, The Outlaw Josey Wales, he
advises that you should always shoot with the sun behind you:
sadly, no matter how I try, I cannot arrange my study to give me
that solar advantage in the event of a showdown.
The same film provides a useful message about the loneliness
of Headship. When he thinks he’s lost one of his party, the
eponymous outlaw observes with regret, “Whenever I get to
liking someone, they ain’t around very long.” His American
Indian associate, brilliantly played by Chief Dan George,
comments wryly: “I notice that, whenever you don’t like
someone, they ain’t around long either.”
Wilshaw, if not Josey Wales, had a point, though it was one
that was entirely missed when the Times Educational
Supplement decided to have a field day at his expense. There are
indeed times when we Heads are out on our own, fighting what
can seem a lonely battle for what is right. I guess that, even after
two decades of Headship, I reach a situation every six months or
so when I have to annoy most or all of my staff because
something needs to be put right. I know it will upset people, that
I will lose sleep and that there will be conflict: but my
conscience, or whatever it is that stirs me, tells me I must do it.
At such times, do I look to a poster of Clint on the wall (or
even one of Michael Wilshaw) to give me strength and
inspiration? No, I’m not that far gone. But I could do with some
kind of support, because the path of righteousness is a stony one.
At such times I remember (but try to avoid) another Josey Wales
homily. Training the two women who have settled in his remote
ranch to repel an Indian attack, he shows them how to load the
guns and deal with wounds: then he adds, “When the fighting
starts, you’ve got to get just plum damn mean.”
The Eastwood model works for Wilshaw. In the setting of his
school – rather tougher than that inhabited by any members of
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Bernard Trafford shoots from the hip.
HMC, I suspect – he says he gets results by running it like a
grammar school with a comprehensive intake: ‘a tale of high
expectations, and no excuses,’ according to Rebecca Fowler in
the Daily Telegraph on 23rd February.
It’s not my place to judge him. But I am a Head, and an
opinionated one, so I will nonetheless. Where I part company with
him, and where the TES was roused to fury, was in his insistence
that Heads should use the word “I”, rather than “we”. This takes
the cult of the lone warrior too far. Surely all Heads nowadays are
surrounded by a senior management/leadership team.
Good school leadership must be about teamwork, always
working to reduce the ‘them’ and ‘us’ between top management
and the rest of the staff, fostering instead a productive blend of
collegiality, mutual respect and mutual support. Schools try to
promote that same sense of co-operation and teamwork, let
alone trust, with their pupils: that is the zeitgeist of the second
decade of the 21st century. At least, it should be.
The hero image of Headship is persistent, however. Tony Blair
was insistent that a school’s success was all about the Head.
Irritatingly, there was a grain of truth in what he said: it’s
impossible to imagine an excellent school with a poor Head, yet
the Head is not the be all and end all of that school’s success. Still,
one-man bands (I wonder why the gender is so necessarily
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specific here?) are dangerous and, even if they do no harm with
their untrammelled power while in post, are impossible to replace,
so, at the very least, there are serious succession problems.
When Wilshaw insisted on the use of the first person singular,
I spotted another reason why politicians love him: they do it
themselves. In the run-up to the last election, and even during
the horse trading over the formation of a coalition, there was a
great deal of talk of “we”. And, indeed, when we are obliged to
take nasty economic medicine, we’re frequently reminded that
“we are all in this together”.
But politicians, once in power, invariably use the first person
singular, and education ministers are no exception. It is now one
man’s (sic) vision and mission. They’re strong, they’re in charge,
and they’re tough: when the going gets tough, the tough get going.
The word for it is egotism. Egotism cuts in when selfconfidence turns to arrogance and self-criticism is overwhelmed
by terrible certainty. At that point people who get in the way of
the egotists get hurt: but what I want to talk about here is the
damage done by lack of doubt, by that terrible certainty.
We have a new government which, when it comes to
education, is determined to sweep away the interference and
bureaucratic nightmare of the previous regime. All of us can
applaud that: even in the independent sector we felt beleaguered
and cramped by regulatory and other interference. Government
mustn’t micromanage, said incoming Secretary of State Michael
Gove. It must set schools free, give them power and autonomy.
The people on the ground know best how to do the job.
We all cheered when we heard that. But then what happened?
Gove started using the first person singular, and was in no doubt
as to what history should consist of, and which Shakespeare
should be read at which age. Schools Minister Nick Gibb is
entirely certain that reading must be taught using synthetic
phonics. No matter that, as I once suggested to him mildly,
different approaches work in different cases: no, the only way is
his. He knows.
When the Deputy Prime Minister, Nick Clegg, a highly
educated man, lambasts the country’s top universities – among
the best in the world, remember – for being ‘élitist’, we should
be very afraid. If it weren’t so dangerous to higher education’s
future, it would be laughable. This is sinister stuff.
Gove is also certain about what is needed to make a school
good. There must be uniform, house and prefect systems, good
discipline, good attendance, plenty of competitive sport. All
these things, they know, constitute the DNA of the independent
sector, and that is why they want us to be involved in partnership
with their schools. Those features, after all, are also what make
Mossbourne Academy so successful.
But they aren’t! They are merely symptoms of something
much deeper. The unquenchable thirst for excellence and
unflaggingly high expectations that characterise our sector come
from a deep contract; not the bit of paper that parents sign, but a
visceral emotional engagement. Pupil, family and school sign up
together to a pact that leads to the child’s success. When the
engagement is right, success is almost inevitable.
That contract is undoubtedly strengthened by the sacrifices
that parents make in the form of a very significant financial
commitment. But that’s a tricky one for politicians, and I’m sure
they don’t want to go there. I wrote a pamphlet about this back
in the autumn: published by the National Educational Trust in its
series of Counterblasts, it was called ‘Desperately seeking our
DNA: what independent schools bring to the free schools

debate’. It made no waves. It barely made a ripple. Perhaps its
message was rather obvious. Or perhaps it’s just not comfortable
or useful reading for those, politicians and other egotists, who
want quick and easy answers.
Back in January, the Guardian reported a piece of research
that perhaps should have made waves (‘School uniform does not
improve results – discuss’, Stephanie Northen, 18th January,
2011). Again, though, the message was uncomfortable and
didn’t fit in with the grand vision, so it went nowhere.
Professor David Brunsma of the University of Missouri at
Columbia declared himself ‘utterly flabbergasted’ by reports
that tried to link high achievement and the wearing of school
uniform: outraged by such ‘superficial glossing over of complex
social, democratic, cultural, material and political issues’, he
embarked on serious research. He found no demonstrable link
between uniform and achievement: ‘the results, although
surprising to many, simply cannot be ignored. Uniforms do not
make schools better.’ Yet politicians bang on about it still. It’s not
enough just to have a uniform policy now: last year’s white
paper urges all schools to introduce not just uniform, but blazers
and ties.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not against uniform. Like just about
every independent school – but, significantly, not every one –
mine is a traditional uniform-wearing school where students
from age seven to 16 wear a prescribed uniform, and sixth
formers wear office dress. The UK is somewhat uniform
obsessed, and I would be foolish to do away with it. Nor have I
any desire to.
But I do object to sloppy thinking and to politicians lecturing
the profession in the belief that putting a few relatively
superficial features in place in school will assure quality.
Running a good school is an immensely complex matter and has
more to do with consistency, vision and hard work over many
years than a few quick-fixes. All of us who work in schools
know that. What drives me to fury is the way that politicians
simply don’t engage with us and talk about those deep issues:
they come along with their first-person-singular bright ideas and
demand our endorsement of them.
I guess I’m lucky. My school starts at age seven, so I don’t have
to tangle with all the Early Years stuff, let alone the teaching of
synthetic phonics. But I will miss out, as a result, on the
excitement of all these made-up words – zort, koob, dar, gax, grint
– that are due to be part of the new six-year-old reading tests.
Nonetheless I think I’ll get some fun out of dreaming up some
of the words I would like to use when I’m next faced by a firstperson singular politician suffering from a doubt-bypass. He may
not understand when I tell him his ideas are a load of ploob, and
that he should stick them up his pronk, but at least I’ll feel better.
Or I may draw inspiration from my hero, get the sun behind
me, pull out my gax, take aim and ask, “Do you feel lucky,
minister?”
Dr Bernard Trafford is Headmaster of the Newcastle upon
Tyne Royal Grammar School and a former Chairman of
HMC and loves to play the amazing trumpet melody from the
end of A Fistful of Dollars. His paper, Desperately seeking
our DNA: what independent schools bring to the Free
Schools debate, written for the National Education Trust is
available online at:
http://www.nationaleducationtrust.net/SISL/
Counterblasts/DesperatelySeekingOurDNA.pdf
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Sabah sabbatical –
chasing the culture
Grace Barker, a sixth form student at Cheadle Hulme School, interviews Gerry Peat, head of
biology, after his sabbatical
How did you spend your time on your sabbatical?
After 36 years teaching in independent schools (Cheadle Hulme
School, MGS and Charterhouse) I was delighted with this
valuable opportunity to take time out of normal teaching to
pursue research on plant tissue culture methods that would be
suitable for school use. Dr Meriel Jones of Liverpool University
and myself were awarded a Royal Society Partnership Grant for
our research.
I was given Honorary Research Fellow status by the
University, which enabled me to use the library and research
facilities. Together we have managed to produce a practical
method of plant tissue culture that works fast and is less
susceptible to the problems of bacterial and fungal
contamination. The sabbatical also gave me some time to travel,
and I chose to visit Sabah, the northern part of Borneo, to
experience the tropical rainforest.
What inspired you to choose this field of research?
My first degree was in botany and biochemistry, and I was
intrigued by the hormones that controlled growth in plants. I
tried the published methods of plant tissue culture based on this
work and appreciated the difficulties associated with them. Over
the years I failed to find a really good method for school use, so
I always had this idea that somewhere there must be a solution
to the practical problems.
Past methods have been problematic, due to slow growth rates
and contamination by bacteria and fungi. The growth needs to be
fast, measurable, and the results impressive to young minds. I
also felt that the project should aim to actively encourage pupils
to participate in the research.
Did that involve visiting research workers in the field?
Yes, I visited research laboratories and talked to leaders in the
field in the UK and in the Forestry Research Centre in Sepilok,
Sabah. The trip to Sabah was the culmination of a lifetime
ambition to see the unique wildlife and plant life of Sabah, and
in particular Mount Kinabalu.
The desire to visit Sabah started many years ago. After
running an expedition to the mountains of southern Turkey I had
the privilege to spend an afternoon with David Attenborough
who gave us a slide show about his trips to Sabah. He enthused
about the area, as only he can, and set the seeds of curiosity that
the trip last summer was to fulfill.
In which ways do you feel that this project will engage and
benefit pupils?
Because they have seen the research in progress and have been
a part of testing the methods, we feel that the project will have
raised their appreciation of the subject. This has also developed
their understanding of the methodology of science and alerted
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them to the fact that there are an infinite number of unanswered
questions in biology.
In what ways can the plant tissue culture methods be applied
beyond the classroom?
Tissue culture has become of great importance in the
commercial horticultural industry, where large numbers of a
desired variety can be grown from an initial single sample. Last
summer we took a group of Cheadle Hulme School sixth
formers on a visit to Micropropagation Services Ltd of
Loughborough where, using the same techniques, they
propagate millions of plants annually for the horticultural
industry in the UK.
This technique can also help to bring a species back from the
brink of extinction and is being used by Kew Gardens to save
rare species. Most conservation applications of tissue culture
aim to maintain genetic diversity, and new plantlets are grown
from a wide range of genotypes or seed.
How are the findings of the project being made available to
other schools?
Dr Jones came to see a lower sixth group in action at CHS
carrying out the practical, to test the protocols and iron out any
practical problems. In the light of this final trial we have
written a paper, which has been sent for publication in one of
the science education journals, and we hope to deliver a lecture
at the annual conference of the Association of Science
Education in January 2012.
CHS biology: Dr Jones (left) with Mr Peat and Grace Barker.

Out of school
Have you any other plans for the future?
There are so many areas of biology where good practical work
is the key to a sound understanding of the subject. I am
especially keen to raise the profile of plant biology. Recent exam
specifications have reduced the content of this area and
consequently students have a very minimal knowledge of good
plant science.

The research of Mr Gerry Peat and Dr Meriel Jones into plant
tissue culture in schools was supported by a sabbatical half term
from Cheadle Hulme School, by a Partnership Grant from the
Royal Society and by an Honorary Fellowship from the
University of Liverpool.

Mens sana?
In the last issue of C&CR, Ian Newton shared some thoughts
about the life of the Head. Not content with speculation, he has
embarked on a search for data and here follow the first fruits of
his quest for knowledge.

Body and Soul questionnaire
Name, school and number of years in post.
Sarah Thomas, Bryanston, six years

The working day
Do you start early or go late? Why?
Start early … keep one page ahead. I like to have my breakfast
with startled colleagues.
Is the desk a sea of paper or a tranquil pool of ordered tasks?
What desk?
Give two key principles about how you manage time.
Ruthlessness and the ‘draw a line under it’ (that’s the polite
version) rule.
When the pressure is on do you:
Take a bath: Yes
Take a walk: Yes
Take a pill: No
Other (please specify): I think that Border Terriers are key
to it all. They listen rapt to any nonsense you burble and
carry on blithely.
Do you talk it out or hold it in? Who to? How?
Depends. Husband gets the brunt, but I tend to tell him only
what makes sense. Sometimes it doesn’t make sense to me
unless I’ve slept on it.
What is the most precious, and most villainous, object in your
study?
I’m a predictable ‘girl’ so photos of my children are the precious
things. Thor Coade’s (HM in the 1930s) sword and assegai
against the wall are probably the most villainously dangerous.
Do you have a Blackberry, iPhone etc? If so, describe your
attitude towards it.
No, neither. Why would I want to be always and everywhere
available?

Always in pursuit of data.
What sort of literature do you read in the term?
Easily read crime fiction – Wallander, Shardlake etc
And the holidays?
More of the same and anything I’ve wanted to read for a while,
either classical (I still teach a little Latin) or just a sustained,
good read.
What are your tastes in the arts? How do they affect you?
I love going to the RA when I can. I love all the music I listen to
at school. I’m a sentimentalist so cry easily at the right stuff!
And I am restored by both art and music.
If you have Sky+, what do you have on series link?
Don’t know what you mean.
You are given a six-month sabbatical to write a book. What
would it be about?
Ideally, Pompeii.

Feeding the soul...

Nurturing the mind

How important is the spiritual life to you? Explain your
response.
Couldn’t do this job without a sense of purpose beyond my own.
Church is extremely important to me. It gives me a sense of
context and value.

What newspaper do you read? Which sections do you spend
most time on?
Telegraph, Times, The Week. Telegraph letters always cheer me
up and Times Review at weekend I enjoy.

What is your favoured charity? Do you work with them in any
capacity?
Child Welfare Scheme at school; Salvation Army at home and SCF
at both! I haven’t worked for a charity hands on for some years.
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Relationships

If relevant, what was your last sermon about?
Contributing to the world we live in.

Training the body
Do you get your five-a-day?
Not often.
How often do you exercise? What do you do?
The odd walk.
In the holidays, how much do you travel and where do you prefer
to go?
We love Italy (a friend runs a super place out in Tuscany) and
then it’s holiday in the UK where there’s a beach to walk along.
Your chair says you are tired and insists you do one of the
following; which one would you choose:
Have a massage.
Have a sauna.
Have a posh meal.
Have a weekend by the sea. This one.

HERE&THERE

Alive or dead, real or created, who would you most like to find
yourself sitting next to on a long haul flight?
Catullus, the Roman poet and, if he turns out to be a
disappointment, Rufus Sewell – if he’s available!
Who has been the key influence on your life?
So many; my grandmothers; my friends; my father…
Who would you least like to invite to dinner?
The list is endless…
To whom would you most like to give a piece of your mind?
Tony Blair
Do you have any unorthodox ambitions? If yes, please specify:
For my next career I would like to run a cocktail bar. Fond
memories of Raoul’s in 1980s Oxford.
John Newton and Sarah Thomas are members of
HMC’s always progressive South West division.

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.

Young Ghost Writer
When it comes to telling scary stories,
Brereton young writer Iona Morphet
does not need a ghostwriter. The 12year-old from the Girls’ Division at
King’s School in Macclesfield has just
won the silver medal in the prestigious
Bloomsbury 247 young writers’
competition.
An online competition run by the
award winning publishing group, the
Bloomsbury 247 requires that young
writers tell their tale, with a beginning,
middle, end and even hopefully a twist
in only 247 words. From thousands of
entries nationwide, Iona impressed the
judges with her neat twist that her
house was not haunted by a real ghost,
but rather her memory of a ghost.

Iona Morphet,
silver medal
winner.
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Leadership development
at Buckingham
Richard Laithwaite is the Second Master at St Albans School.
This year, he is also the official HMC representative on the
University of Buckingham’s Masters course in Educational
Leadership. For some time now, HMC has been concerned about
the lack of availability of suitable provision for developing and
inducting new Heads, in effect, an independent sector
alternative to the NPQH and the Head Start programme. After
hearing a presentation on the UoB course by its leader, Peter
Ireland, the then-Chairman, Andrew Grant, volunteered the
services of his deputy as ‘guinea pig’. Halfway through the
course, this is Richard’s verdict.
It’s pleasant to relate that The University of Buckingham’s
Masters in Educational Leadership does exactly what it says on
the tin: it offers a practical and relevant course for new Heads and
for teachers aspiring to leadership positions. Although it is
carefully structured around its four course units, four residentials
(over a total of ten days) and three written assignments, in other
ways it is remarkably non-prescriptive. Indeed, there are no set
essays – all assignments are individually negotiated according to
the needs and interests of individual participants.
In contrast with many of the other MEd courses out there,
Buckingham strives hard for relevance in a most practical way –
and, from what I have seen so far, it certainly succeeds. One
Head who is on the course has commented: “The practical
aspect of the case studies is particularly helpful. Many of them
A Buckingham MEd class in progress.

Peter
Ireland
.
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have related directly to situations I have been/am dealing with.
It was good to have other people’s perspectives. This will help
me think carefully about how to do things in the future and help
me to be more reflective.”
That’s not to say that the course is devoid of theory: Unit 1 –
Leadership Theory – for instance, is full of it. With a background
in the military, I have a natural cynicism regarding leadership
talk – but if you haven’t ever really looked at leadership styles,
theories and their exponents, then I think you’ll find it a
fascinating first insight.
Succeeding units centre on Managing the People, Teaching
and Learning and The Effective Deployment of Resources in
Pursuit of Leadership Aims. The final dissertation is really a
Leadership in Action project where research is carried out into
indentifying, planning and developing an initiative with your
school, which makes a significant contribution to improvement
within the school. All of this is delivered over 18 months.
The residential sessions based at the university are an ideal
way to develop the knowledge acquired from the units of study.
The sessions are constructed around talks and discussions on
specific issues and ideas, which are then developed through
‘real’ case studies and scenarios. Working in groups with likeminded and experienced peers allows for vibrant and at times
challenging learning where you both develop new ideas and
defend your own. The days are intensive and there is even

Out of school
‘homework’, but you gain huge amounts in the relatively short
period of time available. The chance to share experiences over
an evening drink is also a real bonus.
The blend of students on the course, drawn mainly from the
independent sector but with some international students and a
few state school representatives, is also refreshing and valuable;
so is the mixture of current Heads, deputies, heads of
departments and heads of house. You leave the residential
sessions feeling ready for the next unit and feeling better for the
shared experience.
As well as practical relevance, the course has another great
advantage over similar courses based at other institutions,
namely individualisation. The course started with me writing a
self-analysis and completing a slightly bizarre ‘leadership
profile’, which served as the starting-point for a discussion with
Peter Ireland, the course leader. This took place in my own
school and its purpose was not only to prepare me for the course
but also to ensure that it fitted my needs by helping him to
understand the context in which I work.
Later on, when I unavoidably missed a section of the course,
Peter gave up time to take me through it at a blistering pace. He
is a passionate advocate of his course and, with his vast
experience, it was an intensive and rewarding session.
Throughout the course, one-to-one help and guidance is readily
available, either online or by phone.
Compared to the NPQH, the Buckingham course is much
more ‘academic’. It not only carries with it a higher degree, it
also aims explicitly at independence of thought and not mere

training. It is insistent about self-reflection and authentic
acknowledgement of one’s own prejudices and dispositions,
strengths and weaknesses. It doesn’t require you to hoop jump
(NPQH does) and doesn’t attempt to prepare you for any one
role (NPQH by its very name is for state school Headship so
involves lengthy sections on educational law, finance and
forms). In my view the Buckingham MEd is certainly going to
make any teacher with the necessary experience a better overall
leader and manager in any educational establishment.
The way the dates work for the residential sessions and the
deadlines should, in theory, suit independent school teachers for
whom term time is pretty full on. There are long enough breaks
between residentials for study to be possible without it
impinging on work or vice versa and the assignments can all be
written during holiday periods. The administration from
Buckingham has been excellent, too: resources, library cards etc
were issued well ahead of any work needing to be started, and
the reading lists are well put together and offer breadth without
too much emphasis on any one area of specialism.
From the HMC point of view I would recommend it
unreservedly to anyone who has the drive and determination to
take on a course on top of everything else. It is most suited to the
experienced teacher who is already in a more senior role, so a
head of department might not get maximum value from it, but a
head of section and above most certainly would.

Out of Africa

to approach partnerships with African schools and communities;
stressed the importance of environmental education in the
African curriculum; and wondered how many HMC schools
taught it in the UK. He suggested that certain key ecological
ideas and technologies could make the biggest impact on life in
rural Africa.
Chris Bradford shook up our ideas of how Africa can develop
and what has held it back in the last 50 years, and showed us one
model of how the ALA can assist in change. The Global
Scholars programme seemed an innovative way of linking
students from the UK with students in Africa.
Both speakers also focused on some larger issues that affect us
all. Partnerships must be sustainable and sustained of
themselves, and must be a two way process. Schools in the UK
can’t just dictate the partnership on their own terms; and all of
us involved in such partnerships must focus on opportunities for
communities and individuals.
One of the biggest issues that arose was the power of the
collective. Fifty schools in the UK, together with our partner
charitable organisations, could have real clout in terms of
applying pressure to governmental organisations in the UK and
Africa. Collective purchasing is also an area of real potential. It
is hoped that, under the auspices of the Malewa Trust, a scheme
will be implemented to import solar-powered reading lights
directly from the manufacturer in China, and if two or three
member schools were to join forces, the economies of scale
would be significant.
Important news is that HMC is willing to host an ‘Africa’
section on its soon-to-be revamped website. The conference
suggested that as well as a list of schools with strong African
connections and contact details for staff within them, some pdfs

Ian Clark reports from the African Schools
Group conference at Oundle
In 2009 Gardner Thomson, formerly deputy master of Dulwich
College, contacted fellow HMC schools with the ambition of
starting ‘a network within HMC, which would enable everyone
concerned to discuss different approaches and to learn from each
other’s experiences – to the benefit of all, here and in Africa’.
The first meeting of the African Schools Group took place at
Dulwich in March 2010.
In March 2011, Oundle picked up the baton. Eighty delegates
from over 60 independent schools, charities and businesses
involved in Africa met to discuss two key themes, Sustainability
and Opportunity.
Sustainability was dealt with by Chris Campbell-Clause,
director of the Malewa Trust Kenya, who focused our thoughts
on work in sustainable education; whilst Chris Bradford,
operating officer of the African Leadership Academy (ALA),
challenged our preconceptions of Africa as a continent with no
aspiration and no entrepreneurship. Both directed our gaze
towards positive aspects of Africa’s development and gave
wonderful practical examples of how Africa is well placed to
help itself.
The mirror was also turned well and truly on ourselves. Chris
Campbell-Clause challenged many of our ideas about how best

Richard Laithwaite is second master at St Alban’s School
and was a serving infantry officer in the British Army.
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could be hosted, featuring good practice on trips;
donation of equipment; microfinance; working
outside schools and opening up our own schools
to partner schools; and a web-forum could be
created, whether through the HMC site or on
Facebook. Another role for the HMC group was
debated in terms of an appeal to member schools
to consider donating a percentage of their surplus
to a joint African fund.
Finally, we look to the future in terms of
regional networks and working together in our
partner countries. This may take some time, but if
one strong project develops because of it, then
the entire process will have been worthwhile.
Those who attended the conference will have
contact books full of new email addresses and
websites and will be planning to develop their
projects and partnerships in new and exciting
ways. These developments will benefit not only
their partner schools but their own, in important
but perhaps hard to quantify ways. As a result,
Sustainability and Opportunity, the watchwords
of the day, will relate as much to our own schools
as to those in Africa.
Ian Clark is housemaster of
St Anthony House at Oundle.

HERE&THERE

We’re all in the same boat.

If you have news of topical interest, however brief, for ‘Here and There’,
please email it to Tom Wheare at postmaster@dunbry.plus.com
Items should not exceed 150 words. Good colour photographs are also welcome.

New boarding house
at Stonyhurst
His Royal Highness The Duke of
Gloucester has officially opened a new
sixth form boarding facility at Stonyhurst
College. The new house consists of 40 ensuite study bedrooms and is named Weld
House after Thomas Weld, who gave his
Stonyhurst mansion and estate to the
Jesuits in 1794.
His heir, and major donor to the project,
Henry Weld Stuart, a former pupil, was
present at the ceremony, as was the
Provincial of the Jesuits in the British
Province, Fr Michael Holman SJ.
In his speech, Headmaster Andrew
Johnson said: “We are delighted to be
opening Weld House, which is needed to accommodate an increasing number of boarders. It has been carefully designed to
harmonise with Stonyhurst’s historic buildings.”
The Duke of Gloucester wished the 400 year-old school well in the next 400 years of its life, as it continues to prepare
young people to serve in the world.
Deputy head boy, Henry Taylor from Windsor, and head girl Naomi Jackson from Barrowford, presented His Royal
Highness with a print of Stonyhurst.
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BOOKREVIEW

The pursuit of moral excellence
David Warnes reviews the
re-issued life of Howson of Holt
by J H Simpson, edited by Hugh
Wright and John Smart
Published by Cambridge
Occupational Analysis Ltd for
Gresham’s School, Holt
ISBN 978 1 906711 09 2
Arnold of Rugby; Thring of Uppingham; Sanderson of Oundle:
in choosing the title Howson of Holt for his memoir of the
Headmaster who transformed Gresham’s from a small north
Norfolk grammar school into a school with a national
reputation, J H Simpson was claiming for his mentor and friend
George Howson a place in the educational pantheon.
The book, first published in 1925, has now been reissued with
a scholarly introduction by Hugh Wright, a former Headmaster
of Gresham’s, and John Smart, until recently head of arts at the
school. Simpson, who went on to be the founding Headmaster of
Rendcomb College, provides a nuanced, impressionistic portrait
of a complex and elusive character.
With one exception, the photographs of Howson in the new
edition do not suggest warmth or vulnerability. The strong chin,
the jutting lower lip, the forward thrust of hands and shoulders
convey a Yorkshire directness, sureness of purpose and
pugnacity. The exception is the picture that forms the
frontispiece of the volume. The face is prematurely aged –
Howson was then 57 – and sad, shadowed eyes peer at the
camera over thin-framed spectacles. The deaths in action during
the Great War of almost 100 Greshamians, young men whom he
had known well and with most of whom he had kept in touch,
had taken their toll. After his death, in January 1919, the
Duchess of Hamilton wrote: ‘The War killed him as straightly
and surely as if he had fallen at the front.’
Howson, in Simpson’s words, ‘...presented a formidable and
almost truculent appearance, quite at variance with his real
sympathy and delicacy of feeling.’ The contradictions in his
character are delicately and precisely explored and the book
thoroughly deserves the wider currency that this new edition
should give it. The ‘combination of shrewd and subtle mind,
strong impulses, and tenacious grasp of moral principles’ that
Simpson evokes is an unusual one.
Howson’s teaching career began, conventionally and not very
successfully, at Uppingham in the closing years of Thring’s
headship. He was something of a misfit – a science graduate in
a school where classics dominated the curriculum, and a nonathlete in a culture where prowess on the games field was very
important. Howson reacted not by retreating into intellectualism
or aestheticism, the natural bolt-holes for teachers who detest
sport, but by committing himself to the belief that there were
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other and more effective means of moulding character than
rugby or cricket. He was appointed as Headmaster of Gresham’s
in 1900 at the age of 40, the Fishmongers’ Company having
discerned a vision and a strength of character not apparent to
many of his Uppingham colleagues.
In placing modern subjects, especially science and foreign
languages, at the heart of the curriculum at Gresham’s, Howson
was in the vanguard of reform. He discouraged an exaggerated
regard for sporting prowess and the ‘millinery’ (blazers and
badges) that went with it in more conventional schools. He
encouraged a range of extracurricular activities, appointing
Walter Greatorex as director of music in 1911, and actively
promoted drama, though he needed to be satisfied that the plays
chosen were ethically sound. One farce was dismissed as
“neither helpful nor humorous”. His chapel sermons,
subsequently published, were as strong on ethical uplift as they
were doctrinally imprecise.
The most distinctive aspects of Howson’s approach
concerned the relations between pupils and teachers. No green
baize doors separated housemasters from their pupils and, as
housemaster of School House, Howson was happy for senior
George Howson: ‘The War killed him as straightly and surely
as if he had fallen at the front.’

On the shelf
boys to wander in and out of his quarters even when
distinguished visitors were present.
In return, he made great demands on the loyalty and the selfcontrol of his charges. His chief method was the Honour System.
He interviewed all new boys, inviting them to pledge not to
smoke, swear or commit acts of indecency and to try to prevent
others from behaving in these ways. Most made the commitment
and they were expected to own up if they broke their pledge and
to urge others to do the same, reporting them to their house
captain if they failed to do so.
One Old Greshamian of the Howson era is quoted as saying:
“Gresham’s was the only school where your maiden aunt could
live for a term without being shocked.” A few years later, the
young Benjamin Britten confided in his diary: ‘I am in a study
[with] three boys... They are full of swearing and vulgarity.’ He
later recorded an incident of ‘atrocious bullying’, concluding: ‘It
is no good trying the Honour System on boys who have no
honour.’
The truth probably lay somewhere between these two
extreme verdicts, and Simpson is sensitive to Howson’s
tendency ‘to pitch his estimate of the school ethics rather too
high’. His view was that the pupils’ conduct was shaped by a
profound loyalty to a Headmaster who made moral excellence
his highest priority and whose approach to discipline owed

everything to his sense of pastoral care and nothing whatever
to the ethos of the police court.
That Howson’s approach was so dependent on the force of his
own personality meant that his influence on the wider
educational world was limited. He was fortunate that his
successor, J R Eccles, a long-serving member of his staff, shared
his vision and sustained his heritage in the years 1919 to 1935.
Hugh Wright and John Smart make a strong case for seeing J H
Simpson’s work at Rendcomb as part of Howson’s legacy,
though they acknowledge that Simpson was in large measure
motivated by a concern about social inequality which Howson
did not share.
The other legacy of which the new edition reminds us is the
extraordinary number of men of talent and distinction who were
educated at Gresham’s under Howson and Eccles. They include
John Reith, Ben Nicholson, Benjamin Britten, Lennox Berkeley,
W H Auden, Erskine Childers, Stephen Spender and Christopher
Cockerell. The varied nature of their temperaments and
achievements is perhaps the strongest evidence that Howson’s
work and his trust in his charges bore fruit.
David Warnes taught at Ipswich School and is now
Team Priest at St Martin’s Episcopal Church in Edinburgh.

Shifting sands in education
Louise Wilson offers an
intelligently informed
view of Smart
New Kinds of Smart
How the science of learnable
intelligence is changing
education
Bill Lucas and Guy Claxton
Open University Press
ISBN 978 0 335236 18 3
Above all else, fee-paying parents want the superior teaching
and learning available in independent schools. But is a
continuation of the same style of teaching – in some
establishments hardly changed in the last 50 years or more –
enough to ensure the survival of the sector? And, as educators,
should we be concerned with this overwhelming parental (and
therefore financial) pressure to continue along a well-trodden
path of constrained and restrained teaching? Is this approach
effective in ensuring that our pupils have a truly excellent
education that prepares them for an unknown future?

Bill Lucas and Guy Claxton write in New Kinds of Smart that
schools are set up to provide an education that responds to
whatever society believes is required for people to operate in the
world. But the education systems of most of the developed world
use a model designed for the industrial age.
The infamous Shift Happens, viewed by millions on YouTube,
confirms that the world is changing in ways that we cannot
predict. We know that to operate effectively in society our young
people need to have adaptable, ethical and social intelligence
which can be applied in practical and intuitive ways both
independently and with others. So what is stopping us from fully
exploiting the eight forms of intelligence of our pupils described
by Lucas and Claxton?
We prepare our pupils for endless formal assessments: end-ofyear examinations, 11+, 13+, Common Entrance and scholarship
exams are our own creation. But we also opt into GCSEs with
endless controlled assessments, A levels and SATs, effectively
opting out of the precious independence that we have from
political whims.
As Lucas and Claxton warn us, to deliver information to our
pupils in such a way as to be assured that they will not be able
to transfer their knowledge to different contexts because we just
want to make sure they ‘get it’ for the purposes of an exam, is to
subscribe to the lost sheep theory of Perkins (p205) and is,
according to Lucas and Claxton, the counsel of despair.
New Kinds of Smart claims that the eight long-held myths
about intelligence, which have underpinned the world’s
education systems are, at best, unhelpful and, at worst,
downright harmful. One such myth is that intelligence is
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relatively fixed so that educators make use of it but do not really
alter it. Other myths are that intelligence is rational and
conscious and that it is separate from emotional and moral
functions.
Howard Gardner has written and spoken about the multiple
intelligences of humans for decades. No-one needs persuading
that measuring intelligence is more complex than calculating IQ
and yet, despite our responsive pupils, the independent sector
has lagged behind the maintained sector in acting on this
knowledge.
Lucas and Claxton’s book makes for uncomfortable reading. It
is packed with examples, some of which have been around for
100 years, of how stimulating and positive education can be for
every single pupil and has lots of practical suggestions as to how
schools and teachers can make this a reality.
Is it possible to teach topics so that various learning muscles
are being exercised and pupils are aware of this rather than
requiring pupils, including those in Key Stage 2, to spend large
parts of the day sitting, reading and writing, with a few questions
and answers to the teacher? Would some pupils learn better, and
more effectively for their future lives, by working in more
creative and collaborative ways, and is this something we should
facilitate, even if it is not our preferred modus operandi?
Lucas and Claxton recognise that their suggestions may be far
too ‘off-the-wall’ for some to contemplate, but this is a book that
stays in the mind. You may think you do not have the time to
consider the changes they advocate, but the evidence-based

Louise Wilson.
assertions it contains will not leave you. As a deputy head
considering with colleagues the way in which we communicate
pupils’ attainment and effort, I find their words give plenty of
food for thought. ‘There truly is no scientific justification any
more – if there ever was – for labelling children as having
different amounts of “intelligence”, “ability”, or even – the new
weasely euphemism – “potential”.’
The book ends with the diagram of their 4:5:1 model for
learning. The inner ring gives the four main compartments of the
learning toolkit: investigating, experimenting, imagining and
reasoning. The explanation of these includes the painful
comment that we cannot criticise our pupils for blindly copying
from Wikipedia when we expect them to accept the often
contentious or out-of-date information we may give them in
science or history. The outer ring of the 4:5:1 model lists the five
attitudes that complement the learning toolkit: curiosity,
determination, resourcefulness, sociability and reflectiveness.
There is an examination that develops the traits favoured by
Lucas and Claxton and responds to the needs of our young
people. The International Baccalaureate (IB) offers schools the
way out of the industrial model and this is where the
independent sector has led the way in the UK with many
establishments offering IB in the sixth form and several rejecting
GCSE to follow the IB’s Middle Years Programme.
The holistic nature of IB truly prepares young people for their
future and its mission to create a better world through education
can’t be argued with. The 42 year-old IB offers the way to teach
Lucas and Claxton’s New Kinds of Smart that Common
Entrance, GCSE and A level do not.
Louise Wilson is Deputy Head (Academic)
at The Portsmouth Grammar School.
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Sutton’s trust
David Gibbs reveals
the link between
philanthropy and football
Charterhouse: A 400th
Anniversary Portrait
Edited by Ernst Zillekens
Third Millennium Publishing 2010
ISBN 978 1 906507 14 5
Thomas Sutton was a man who is hugely needed in our times.
Coal-owner, landowner, astute banker, and maker of an equally
astute marriage, he was ‘the richest commoner in England’.
Shortly before he died in 1611 he used much of his fortune, not
to bankroll a Premier League football club (or whatever was the
Stuart equivalent), but rather to establish a foundation on the site
of the former Carthusian Priory in Smithfield for a hospital and
schoolhouse.
This wonderful book chronicles, illustrates and explains the
subsequent 400 years of Charterhouse, the school that emerged
from this foundation. It is the story of a small acorn being turned
into a distinguished London school, albeit with many ups and
downs, until in 1872, the momentous decision was taken to
relocate it to a spacious and virgin site on top of a hill in
Godalming, Surrey, far removed from the overcrowding and
fleshpots of the City of London.
Third Millennium Publishers specialise in distinctive books
capturing the essence and flavour of a school, not least through
numerous contributions from members of its community,
especially former pupils. This portrait is superbly produced, a
book to handle, to cherish and to browse but it should not be
confined only to the coffee table.
That renowned historian of London, Dr Stephen Porter,
archivist of the London Charterhouse, describes evocatively the
London years – the establishment of the school in the heart of
the City under the controlling eye of the Master of the
Foundation, the system of nomination of places by governors
(many of them the great and the good), rough and unruly pupils,
and some exceptional ones too – John Wesley, William
Makepeace Thackeray, Richard Steele and Joseph Addison,
founders of both The Spectator and The Tatler, legal
commentator William Blackstone, and Robert Banks-Jenkinson,
later Lord Liverpool, so far the only Carthusian Prime Minister
(1812-27). Perhaps my former pupil and current Culture
Secretary, Jeremy Hunt (Weekites 1979-84), will be the next!
Today, as the government seeks to enable disadvantaged and
less qualified students to find places in the leading educational
institutions, it is reassuring to be reminded that nothing changes.
In 1653, pupils at the school were chosen on academic ability,
but the governors were anxious to select children ‘who may be
the meakest objects of charity, recognising that some had not
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reached the required standard because of lack of the means or
opportunity, yet were capable of benefiting from a Charterhouse
education’.
Several years later the schoolmaster complained that he was
‘compelled to receive some boys who could not reade English;
and many others whose small progress in learning was nothing
answerable to their years’. Faced with the need to maintain
academic standards in a highly competitive London market the
governors backed down.
Clive Carter’s account of the first 100 years in Godalming is
masterly. Architect Philip Hardwick’s refined early Gothic
turrets and towers were distinctive and memorable; the views
over the glorious Surrey countryside raised the eyes of young
people; and Headmaster William Haig Brown provided the
essential vision and drive.
It was an immediate success and within four years the school
had grown from the 120 boys who had migrated from London to
500. Funds had run out and so to house them masters were
encouraged to finance and build their own boarding houses.
One of those pupils who made the move was Robert BadenPowell. He loved the freedom to explore the surrounding
countryside and later used this experience to frustrate the Boers
in the South African War and then create and develop the
worldwide Boy Scout movement.
Charterhouse has always touched the life of the nation at many
different points. Poignantly the Gownboys house photograph of
1912 shows 62 boys. By 1919, a third of them were dead and a
further third had returned from the Front wounded. To
commemorate the 687 Carthusians who died in that conflict, Giles
Gilbert Scott was commissioned to design a ‘warm, light and airy’
chapel, which was consecrated in 1927, the biggest war memorial
in the land. Charterhouse does not do anything by halves.
Nor does it stand still. The chapter ends with the selling of the
old Victorian boarding houses for suburban development at the
town end of the school, and their replacement by wholly
different and very modern tower blocks completely changing the
focus to the other end of the campus.
A notable feature of this book is the stunning photography of
Roger Smeeton. His landscapes capture with sharp clarity the
nature and spirit of the Charterhouse campus with its eclectic
mix of old and new; and his ability to record people in their
unselfconscious habitat and their engaging smiles is remarkable.
Being reasonably close to London, the school has always
attracted a great range of talented teachers, experts in their field,
such as the botanist, Oleg Polunin, and those with more than one
string to their bow – C B Fry, the greatest all-rounder of them all
(who surprisingly does not get a mention); George Mallory,
English teacher and distinguished mountaineer, who died on the
first attempt to climb Everest in 1924; Walter Sellar,
housemaster of Daviesites and joint author of 1066 and All That;
and Headmaster Robert Birley whose life extended way beyond
the gates of Charterhouse. Teaching there in the 1980s I came to
appreciate that Brooke Hall, far more than merely the staff
common room, was in many respects a university.
The all-round nature of a Charterhouse education shines
through these pages and this is illustrated not just by the rich
extracurricular life but also by the extraordinary range of fields
in which Carthusians have made their mark – Ben Travers (there
is a splendid theatre in his name); Ralph Vaughan Williams
(likewise the music centre); the pop musicians of Genesis
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Charterhouse Gownboys in 1912.
including Peter Gabriel; cartoonists Osbert Lancaster and Max
Beerbohm; Peter May, perhaps the best English batsman since
1945; the voice of racing, Peter O’Sullevan; and of golf, Henry
Longhurst; journalists, Max Hastings, Gerald Priestland, and
William Rees Mogg; two Dimlebys, David and Jonathan;
intellectual creator of the welfare state, William Beveridge;
historian, Hugh Trevor-Roper; poet and author Robert Graves
whose autobiography Goodbye to All That records much about
life at the school at the beginning of the 20th century; and
politicians Jim Prior and John Wakeham. The vitality, range,
vision and confidence of a Charterhouse education is a
consistent theme running through its history.
There is, though, a challenge facing our society, and that
includes all Carthusians: it is somehow to create similarly great
schools for all young people. This is why and how New Labour’s
transformational academies were ushered in. Now the
government has run out of funds, modern day Thomas Suttons,
men such as Fred Goodwin, Roman Abramovich, or Sheikh
Mansoor, are needed to endow the infrastructure of
Charterhouses for all. Lord Sugar at King Solomon’s High
School in north-east London, Lord Harris with his federation of
nine academies in south London, and David Ross (of Carphone
Warehouse) at the Havelock Academy in Grimsby, have shown
what can be done.

London Charterhouse.
And furthermore, Mr Abramovich and Sheikh Mansoor please
note, Thomas Sutton’s school has had a huge impact on the
world of football. Not only did it play a leading role in founding
the Football Association in 1863, but also it provided one-sixth
of all England’s international players between 1885 and 1890,
and the old boys won the FA Cup long before Chelsea or
Manchester City!
The name of the Founder is revered and cherished 400 years
after his death; and this impressive book, skilfully edited by
Ernst Zillekens, provides a wonderful anniversary portrait of a
great and distinguished school that will be treasured by
Carthusians, and many others, for years to come.
David Gibbs, Education Clerk to the Skinners’ Company,
taught at Charterhouse from 1983 to 1989 and was
Headmaster of Chigwell School from 1996 to 2007.
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Positive about negatives
Roddy Fisher offers some thoughts on
starting up a school photographic archive
The purpose of a photographic archive is to collect and conserve
a significant part of the school’s historical record as a source for
future researchers, and to be a provider of images for printed
publications and for websites, both inside and outside the
school.
This is a good time to be starting up a photographic archive,
now that the world of digital imaging has reached a workable
level of maturity. The software and equipment are widely and
cheaply available. Image manipulation, copying, printing and
transmission all used to be difficult, expensive and timeconsuming, but are now almost simple. Of course there will be
changes in future, but one can be confident that anything done
now will have lasting use and value.
My experience of the field comes from nearly two years of
post-retirement part-time work as the fourth curator of Eton
College’s photographic archive, and I will start with two general
points that have become very clear to me.
First, and obviously, you must have someone who is prepared
and able to put time into building and maintaining an archive. An
enthusiasm for photography and an interest in the history of your
school are essential.
Secondly, a good starting point would be to begin now by
collecting digital images from current pupils and staff. These
must be annotated and identified as to the subjects, the date and

the photographer. Copyright problems and the issues involving
images of identifiable living people may mean that the images
cannot be used immediately, but future archivists will find them
a really valuable resource. I have often been frustrated by the
very patchy nature of our collection, and by the frequent
impossibility of naming individuals or situations, and we would
have had a vastly better historical record if someone late in the
19th century had taken on the central responsibility of building
an archive of photographs.
Our photographic archive was set up by Peter Lawrence, an
Eton master who was encouraged by an older colleague to begin
collecting historical photographs of Eton, and wrote to The
Times in 1952 asking Old Etonians and their families to send
him photographs and albums. Over several years he accumulated
a large and varied collection and he gradually learnt the
techniques of caring for photographic material. A part-time
secretary was appointed and she has provided an excellent level
of care and knowledge of the growing collection, as well as
valuable continuity, as curators have come and gone.
Nowadays a letter to The Times might not have quite the power
that it once did, but a piece in an alumni journal or a school
magazine could reach the target of folk who possess
photographs of the sort that one is interested in.
We have acquired various types of photograph. Most are
prints, usually in black-and-white or sepia, but with some colour.
We also have a lot of negatives, again mostly monochrome, and
including many early glass plates, which have superb resolution
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of detail but are heavy and bulky to store, and very many 35mm
monochrome and colour negatives and transparencies, all easier
to store but harder to scan. During the last ten years or so we
have added a large number of newly-taken digital images.
Acquisitions are subject to the same problems found by any
museum. Transfer of ownership of a gift to the archive should
include written evidence of the transfer, in case return may be
requested at a later date, perhaps by a relative of a deceased
donor. Courtesy towards a donor is of course paramount, with a
letter of thanks absolutely essential, and a copy of this should be
filed as a part of the acquisition process.
Copyright concerns are significant. As well as the matter of
ownership of the material, the right to give or sell copies of
images and the serious business of photographs of living
individuals (and particularly of identifiable minors) all need
careful consideration. Copyright of a photograph belongs to the
photographer unless they were paid to take it, in which case the
employer owns the copyright, which anyway ceases after 70
years. These are fairly deep waters that can be avoided initially
by viewing the archive simply as a collection and not as a source
for outside users.
The routine business of the curator will involve a good deal of
conservation work. Any archive has a duty of care towards its
objects, and proper conservation of photographs mainly requires
acid-free envelopes or wrapping, which is not cheap, and
reasonable (dry, dark and cool) storage conditions. So there is a
need at the minimum for some decent cabinet space and a supply
of conservation materials.
Many of our albums and photographs have been treated very
casually and roughly in the past, and so are often in poor
condition. The intention must be to ensure that no further
damage is done to any items, and some technical knowledge is
required to ensure this. Information is easily available from the
companies who support museums, and of course from books and
from the internet.
Photographic materials last for varying lengths of time.
Monochrome negatives on glass plates may survive for hundreds
of years if well cared for, and paper prints are also durable if
they have been printed on acid-free paper and very carefully
washed at the end of printing. Colour negatives, slides and prints
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are significantly less long-lasting. It is now possible to do quite
a lot digitally to recover damaged images, although this is very
time-consuming.
Much of the value of a photograph resides in its information
content, rather than its intrinsic worth as an object, and this
information can be replicated completely by digitisation, either
by scanning or re-photographing an existing print or negative.
Once digitised, the object itself will need no more handling in
the future, a major conservation benefit, so that digitisation
complements but does not replace conservation of the
photographs themselves. With proper IT procedures, a digital
copy will long outlast the original and can effectively be
everlasting.
Of the two relevant methods of digitisation, flat-bed scanning
is cheap and simple, although it tends to be slow. Rephotography requires technical equipment (a good DSLR
camera, appropriate lens, a suitable copying stand and lighting)
and can be expensive and trickier to use, although it is much
faster than scanning.
Albums often cannot be flattened for scanning without a lot of
damage and so re-photography may be necessary. Any
photographic image that is to be printed or used on a website
will anyway need digitisation at some stage, so that the ability to
digitise photographs is nearly essential.
Cataloguing is extremely important and should ideally be
carried out with the initial conservation. Nowadays cataloguing
is entirely digital. It is sensible to use a system that is compliant
with the museum standard known as SPECTRUM, which is easy
to manage, really just being a matter of using suitable names for
the fields of data.
A SPECTRUM compliant database can be expected to be
useable and effective in the very long term. The actual data can
easily be stored in the first instance in a spreadsheet such as
Excel, although one would expect to move to a database
management program in due course. These vary widely in cost
and facilities and the best will construct a website with
thumbnails of the digitised images.
The costs of setting-up and maintaining a photographic
archive are not trivial, but they are controllable. You would
probably expect to begin with volunteer staff but will need some
storage space, perhaps just a filing cabinet, and some
consumable conservation materials. A few hundred pounds
would enable an enthusiast to make a good start. Scanning is
very cheap, but a photographic copying set-up would require
about £1000. Much can be achieved by competent DIY.
A knotty problem is that of charging for work and for images
provided, and this needs a clear protocol. Searching an archive
does cost time and it seems right that a potential user should pay
for this. Supply of an image is provision of something of value
and should also be paid for. Many users (authors, publishers, TV
companies and so on) will have significant budgets and will
expect to pay for images; others, especially alumni, will not
expect to pay. As with copyright issues, you can avoid this
problem by not supplying images.
This article is intentionally something of a snapshot and I have
tried to avoid too much technical detail, but I would be happy to
discuss aspects of setting-up a photographic archive, perhaps
with your volunteer First Photographic Archivist.
Roddy Fisher is the curator of the
Eton College Photographic Archive.

